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8.  Attendance Record 121 - 122 -

9.  Date of Next Meeting - Thursday 3 December 
2020
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Education and Children's Services Scrutiny Panel – Meeting held on 
Thursday, 16th July, 2020

Present:- Councillors Basra (Chair), A Cheema, Ajaib, Begum, N Holledge and 
Qaseem

Apologies for Absence:- Councillor A Sandhu and Paul Kassapian

PART 1

1. Appointment of Chair 2020/21 

Resolved  - That Councillor Basra’s appointment as Chair of the Panel for the 
municipal year 2020/21 be endorsed.  

2. Appointment of Vice-Chair 2020/21 

Resolved  - That Councillor Kelly’s appointment as Vice-Chair of the Panel 
for the municipal year 2020/21 be endorsed.  

3. Declarations of Interest 

Councillor Basra declared that she was a Director of First Impressions 
Consultants Ltd, which involved working with a number of organisations in the 
education sector.  There were no conflicts with any matters on the agenda 
and she therefore stayed and participated in the meeting. 

4. Minutes of the Meeting held on 11th March 2020 

Resolved –  That the minutes of the meeting held on 11th March 2020 be 
approved as a correct record. 

5. Member Questions 

None had been received. 

6. School Standards Report 

The Service Lead, Schools introduced a report which provided an overview of 
education outcomes in the Local Authority (LA) and an analysis of trends of 
achievement for schools and groups of pupils in order to better inform 
strategic planning. 

Members were reminded that the Slough School Effectiveness Strategy, 
updated in 2018/19 and refreshed in September 2019, set out the Council’s 
approach to school improvement and effectiveness. The emphasis had been 
on schools identifying their own strengths and areas for development in order 
to contribute to the school system. 
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Education and Children's Services Scrutiny Panel - 16.07.20

A summary of the education outcomes in Slough 2018/19 were outlined, 
specifically:

 The proportion of good and outstanding schools in Slough was 92%, 
which was above the national average of 86%.

 Standards in key measures were above national average in EYFSP, 
Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 4.

 Standards at Key Stage 5 were below the national average at post-16 
for A-Level and for pupils attaining AAB in facilitating subjects. 

 In the Early Years Foundation Stage the LA ranked 33 against all other 
LAs for pupils achieving a good level of development which was an 
increase of 7 places from 40th in 2018.

 KS2 the LA was ranked 30th against all other local authorities for pupils 
achieving the expected standards in reading, writing and maths 
combined which had increased 2 places from 32nd in 2018.

 At KS5 the LA was ranked 110th out of 152 LA’s for average point 
score entry per A-Level  - a decline of 34 places from 76th in 2018.

Outcomes in the LA continued to improve against national averages and the 
gap between most groups was generally smaller within Slough than compared 
against the national averages. 

Referring specifically to the gap between high achievers at GCSE level and 
lower than expected A-Level results, Members were informed that a Working 
Group involving Secondary Headteachers and an Independent Consultant 
had been established to identify the causes of the downward trend. 

A Member asked what impact the closure of schools had had on 
disadvantaged pupils and measures the LA had implemented to minimise 
these. It was noted that schools continued to support those pupils with 
Education and Health Care Plans and that they had remained open during the 
lockdown period to receive children of key workers.  Concern was expressed 
regarding the increase in the percentage of pupils qualifying for free school 
meals. It was explained that due to COVID and it’s wider impacts an increase 
in individuals in receipt of benefits was not unusual and that the issue would 
be kept under review by the LA. 

Members raised a number of questions about issues arising from COVID 
including the impact on the admissions arrangements and queries relating to 
individual schools.  Panel members asked for information regarding what 
measures were being taken by schools to prepare for the return of pupils in 
September.  It was suggested that Members visit a number of schools after 
their return to gain a more direct understanding of the issues they faced in 
response to the pandemic and the variety of measures undertaken to allow 
the safe return of pupils.

At the conclusion of the discussion, the Panel recognised the crucial role that 
schools had played in recently months in support children and the families of 
key workers in particular.  The report was noted and it was agreed that the 
Panel consider visits to schools in the Autumn term.
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Education and Children's Services Scrutiny Panel - 16.07.20

Resolved – 

a) That details of the report be report be noted. 
b) That the Panel place on record its recognition and appreciation to 

schools in their role in supporting the NHS during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

c) That officers explore the possibility of Panel members visiting schools 
in the future to discuss the impact of COVID-19 and the recovery 
process.

7. COVID-19 Impact on Early Years Service 

The Panel considered a report that updated on the effects of COVID-19 on 
the early years sector across Slough.

A detailed presentation was given that explained the statutory position of the 
provision of early years services; the operational position in the early weeks of 
‘lockdown’ in March; and the progress made increasing provision since then in 
a COVID safe way.  The Department of Education had instructed all early 
years settings to close in March, with the exception of provision for children of 
key workers and vulnerable children.  The number of providers, such as 
childminders and children’s centres, operating in the early weeks of 
‘lockdown’ was 16%.  One of the ten children’s centres in Slough was kept 
open as the hub to support all eligible children at that stage.  The authority 
worked collaboratively with the sector to reopen provision with COVID-19 
measures in place following permission to reopen from 29th May, and by the 
end of June 46% of providers were operating, including 8 of the 10 children’s 
centres.  In early April, less than 100 children were attending early years 
provision given that it was restricted to children of key works and vulnerable 
children.  Since reopening the numbers had steadily climbed and by the end 
of June 600 children were attending.

The Early Years Service had produced regular newsletters and 
communications during this period to keep providers up to date with local and 
national changes to legislation and guidance.  The Panel welcomed the 
proactive work that had been undertaken to support quality home learning 
during the ‘lockdown’ period and a transition document and tool kit had been 
produced for early years providers to support the planned for children’s 
transition to primary schools.  Members discussed a range of issues including 
the impact on the assessments of younger children and access to equipment 
at home.

At the conclusion of the discussion the report was noted and the Panel 
commended the team for their work to respond to significant challenges 
arising from COVID-19.

Resolved – That the update on the impact of COVID-19 on the early years 
sector in Slough be noted.
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8. COVID-19 Impact on Slough Children's Services Trust 

The Chief Executive of Slough Children’s Services Trust introduced a report 
that summarised the impact of COVID-19 on their services to children and 
families in Slough.

The statutory responsibilities on children’s social care still applied during 
COVID-19 restrictions and the Trust had had to make significant adaptions to 
way it delivered services.  It had continued to operate a business as usual 
service and had not closed down any parts of its service.  Face to face visits 
had continued where possible, with garden or ‘virtual visits’ used where a 
child or family member had symptoms or was shielding.  However, whilst the 
Trust considered that the application of the new working arrangements had 
worked in terms of maintaining services, they had created additional work and 
pressures leading to capacity being stretched.  It was noted that there were 
changes to the type of contacts and referrals with domestic violence, 
substance misuse and mental health referrals up significantly on the same 
period last year.

There had been a short term reduction in the number of contacts to the Trust 
at the start of ‘lockdown’.  It was recognised that the medium and long term 
impacts were not yet fully clear, especially as the pandemic was ongoing, but 
it was anticipated that demand for services would rise significantly in the 
coming months post-lockdown.  Higher levels of unemployment and poverty 
were expected over time to further increase the demand for services.  There 
was considerable uncertainty about the future financial impacts but an 
analysis had been conducted which projected an increase in assessments 
and caseloads through the autumn with a potential £1.2m financial pressure.

The Government had made some additional funding available and the Council 
confirmed that it had earmarked some of the COVID grant to the Trust to 
support its services during this challenging period.  The Panel recognised that 
current and future financial pressures on the Trust would have an impact on 
the Council’s budget.  The Trust had been effected by staff shielding and self-
isolating and 157 working days had been lost.  A Members asked about the 
financial impact of this and whether it had created a backlog of work.  It was 
responded that it had been a significant challenge with more work and less 
staff.  Members discussed a range of other issues including the impacts on 
SEN services and children’s mental health provision.

At the conclusion of the discussion the Panel acknowledged the work of the 
Trust and Council in seeking to continue to support vulnerable children during 
a very challenging period and agreed that the future service and financial 
impacts would need to carefully monitored.

Resolved – That the report be noted.
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9. Forward Work Programme 2020/21 

Resolved –  That the Scrutiny Officer arrange a workshop for the Committee, 
prior to the next scheduled meeting in October 2020, to discuss 
in detail the Panel’s Work Programme 2020/21.

10. Date of Next Meeting - 21st October 2020 

The date of the next meeting was confirmed as 21st October 2020.

Chair

(Note: The Meeting opened at 6.30 pm and closed at 8.47 pm)
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SLOUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL

REPORT TO: Education and Children’s Services Scrutiny Panel

DATE: 21 October 2020

CONTACT OFFICER:   Ketan Gandhi, Assistant Director, Place Regulation 
(For all Enquiries)  (01753) 875500

Report produced by Roger Cannon, Community Learning 
and Skills Manager

WARD(S):  All Wards

PART I

FOR COMMENT & CONSIDERATION

COMMUNITY AND LEARNING SKILLS

1. Purpose of Report

 To inform the Scrutiny Panel of the developments that has occurred within the 
Service during 2019/2020 to date.

 To share with the Scrutiny Panel the positive impacts these developments have 
made to key Service performance indicators.

2. Recommendation(s)/Proposed Action

The scrutiny panel to note the progress the service has made during 2020/21 
both in terms of overall quality improvement and increasing evidence of the 
impact the service is having locally

3. The  Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy, the JSNA and the Five Year Plan

3.1.    Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy Priorities 

There is a considerable amount of evidence both from within the East Berkshire 
Community Learning and Skills Service and nationally that adult learning 
changes lives for the better. Adult learning supports people with second chance 
opportunities to reach their potential and to achieve their goals. The information, 
advice and guidance service offers support for learners into further learning and 
nearer or into employment.  To support its work to deliver on the strategies the 
Service works with a range of partners and stakeholders through commissioning 
and projects.  The Service is well placed to respond to local priorities, needs and 
issues.  The service has a critical role in helping people realise their potential and 
especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
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Priority One: Starting Well
The Service delivers and commissions a range of family learning courses to 
support parents to support their children during Early Years Foundation Stage 
education.

Priority Two: Integration
The Service has offered a range of online courses to reduce the impact of 
COVID-19 in communities and residents’ mental health.  The Service moved 
from face-to-face learning in March 2020 onto full remote learning delivery e.g. 
online and other accessible means of learning support.  The Service delivered 
around 60 courses online and embedded health and wellbeing into these.

Priority Three: Strong, Healthy and Attractive Neighbourhoods
The Service has worked with partners on the localities agenda.  The Service has 
applied and successfully secured funding to deliver ESOL learning for migrant 
communities across Slough and ESOL integration fund for residents not currently 
accessible traditional learning.  The Service has a plan in place to meet some of 
the local priorities and will be implementing them when hubs go live such as in 
Chalvey.

Priority Four: Workplace Health
The Service offers a range of both intensive and shorter courses targeted at local 
communities to bring people closer or into employment.  The latter includes 
intensive provision targeted at those with a long term health condition and those 
in contact with secondary mental health services.  The Service also commissions 
providers such as The Real Experience (who provide supported training and 
employment opportunities) for people recovering from mental health issues.  
Such providers have demonstrated an impressive track record of supporting 
learners into employment.

3.2. Five Year Plan Outcomes 

The whole Community Learning & Skills offer has now been redesigned to focus 
on (i) learning, skills & employment (ii) Wellbeing directly contributing to the 
following five year plan outcomes:

 Outcome 2: Our people will be healthier and manage their own care needs
 Outcome 3: Slough will be an attractive place where people choose to live, 

work and stay
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4. Other Implications

(a) Financial 

The Council receives an annual grant from the Education and Skills Funding 
Agency (ESFA) to provide targeted learning in local communities including 
supporting residents into employment through skills provision. 

COVID has a significant impact on the ability of the Service to enrol sufficient 
learners to meet ESFA targets. This could result in the ESFA seeking clawback 
part of its grant for the previous year and this current year.

(b) Risk Management 

The Service has a robust risk management plan which predominantly covers the 
following areas:

 Ensuring the service continues to offer a strong and meaningful offer during 
the  COVID outbreak ensuring the safety of participants and staff

 To secure a Good OFSTED rating at its impending Inspection
 To ensure risk of any financial claw back by the ESFA is minimised as a 

result of COVID impacting on service delivery 

(c) Human Rights Act and Other Legal Implications 

There are no significant Human Rights Act or other Legal implications.

(d) Equalities Impact Assessment  

There is no need for an equalities impact assessment.

(e) Workforce 

During COVID-19 outbreak the Service has supported its staff to adapt to working 
from home through the provision of new IT equipment, regular communication, risk 
assessments of their mental health.  The Service is now working and supporting 
its staff to a safe return to work and face to face provision.

5. Supporting Information

5.1 The Councils Community Learning and Skills Service is the prime delivery agent of 
the East Berkshire Community Learning and Skills Service. The Service is 
responsible for delivery of community learning and skills across Slough and the 
Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead. The Service is primarily funded through 
the Educations and Skills Funding Agency.  In Slough the service also leads on 
supporting residents to secure employment through Careers Information, Advice & 
Guidance and relevant training programmes. 

5.2 Changes to the Curriculum 2019/20

The Service has progressed from a ‘one size fits all’ course provision to a ‘mix 
and balance’ provision.  Where previously courses were offered for five hours per 
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week on a half/full termly basis there is now the option for learners to participate 
in a number of intensive courses delivered over 16 hours per week for eight 
weeks.  For example, a person wishing to improve their English so that they can 
take part in the everyday activities of society would tend to enrol on the shorter 
course provision.  Many of these learners are women with childcare 
responsibilities who are looking to support their children at school and are 
learning English so that they can access and participate their local communities. 
A person wanting to move more rapidly nearer or into work would enrol on the 
intensive provision.

Intensive courses offered by the service include English Language Level 1 and 2, 
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) Entry Level 1, 2, and 3, 
Personal Development into Employability (“Selfing”).  These intensive courses 
have been developed in partnership with the Job Centre Plus (JCP).  Each 
learner who enrols on an intensive course is allocated a named Information, 
Advice and Guidance (IAG) advisor to support them.

5.3 Improvements to the Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment
Following changes in the curriculum, each course now has a clearly defined 
intent.  During 2019/2020 tutors have been comprehensively supported in order 
to plan their delivery, the activities they use, and the sequencing of those 
activities to match the intent of the course.  Before any course planning is signed 
off, curriculum managers have to be assured that the tutor has focussed their 
delivery on the course intent.

Tutors have also been supported during the year to ensure that their courses fully 
implement the ‘Recognising and Recording, Progress and Achievement’ 
(RARPA) requirements. 

Tutors have been fully consulted and involved in the planning of the new 
curriculum and feel very positive about being involved in the process.
To ensure that learners are triaged onto a correct course that meets their needs, 
the Service has developed a “Progress and Provision Report”.  The Report 
contains information on learners’ intent, their progress on the course, their 
“Behaviour and Attitude” towards learning, and a tutor recommendation on their 
next step progression course.

The above report is used by Curriculum staff to triage learners onto their 
appropriate next course.  For 2019/2020 skills courses, the report formed the 
basis of a one-to-one discussion between the curriculum staff member and the 
learner. 
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5.4 Impacts

Changes to the curriculum and intensive support for tutors to improve the quality 
of teaching, learning and assessment (TLA) have led to a number of positive 
impacts.

5.5 Achievement Rates.

Achievement rates are now excellent across Community Learning, 
Commissioned and Skills Provision.

Achievement AY 2018/19 Autumn 2019 Spring 2019
Direct Delivery (Community Learning 90.0% 86.6% 94.0%
Direct Delivery Adult Skills 71.9% 81.4% 85.5%
Commissioning all 85.4% 95.9% 94.1%

As can be seen from the above table, the most dramatic improvement has 
occurred in skills provision moving from 71.9% at the end of 2018/2019 to 85.5% 
currently.  In Ofsted terms, this is a movement in “Outcomes for Learners” from 
“Requires Improvement” to “Good”.  In terms of impact locally this means that 
learners are now achieving on their courses and progressing towards their goals.

5.6 Progression of Learners.

The introduction of intensive courses in the skills provision has meant that there 
are now increasing numbers of learners progressing nearer or into work.

Intended destinations for Direct Delivery Adult Skills courses

Looking for 
work & 

Employed

Not looking 
for work or 

not available 
to start work

Voluntary 
work

FE (P/T) Other
0%

10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%

Summer 2019
Autumn 2019

The expectation is that as this type of course is offered more there will be further 
evidence that skills provision leads to very good learner employment outcomes.
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5.7 The Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment

Due to the continuing work with tutors during 2019/2020 the Service has 
consolidated its improvements to TLA from 2018/19.  The Service can now 
confidently judge itself as a Grade 2 (Good) in this area.

5.8 COVID-19: Recovery Planning

Due to Covid-19, face to face learning came to a temporary halt on 20th March 
2020 - two weeks before the end of the second term. 

As a requirement of funding and to ensure that there is no future clawback the 
ESFA has stipulated that learning providers must do everything they can to meet 
the needs of existing learners.

From a standing start, the Service has managed to not only deliver learning for 
existing learners but also develop provision for new learners. 
Tutors have been flexible and worked hard adapting and developing their 
courses to ensure that there was an innovative and broad distance-learning offer 
to learners.

During this time the administrative team have set up new arrangements for 
enrolling learners on-line which included learning new software purchased to 
enable this process.

The IAG team and tutors have also have been busy ensuring all learners enrolled 
with the Service during the year have been kept up-to-date with developments in 
the Service and offered learning opportunities to suit their particular 
circumstances.

Hierarchy of Accessibility model
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Existing learners by learning type

22%

17%

33%

29%
Zoom
Remote work issue to 
learners
Email only check of 
learner work
Phonecall

The Service has put together a recovery plan with five elements to it: 1) Business 
Continuity Plan, 2) Phased Return, 3) Risk Assessment for the Phased Return, 
4) Communication and Support to staff and learners and, 5) Blended Learning 
model for the curriculum. 

At this point in time the Service is still awaiting formal update from ESFA on 
when it can return to face to face learning and the impact of social distancing.  It 
is planning for a form of blended learning – online and face to face learning; this 
flexibility will enable it to be prepared for September.

5.9 Reduction in Enrolments
Learner numbers have declined during 2019/2020 (see table below).

Service Enrolments 2019/20 (cumulative)
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The decline in learner numbers is due to a number of factors:

 The Service reduced the numbers of repeat learners who were not 
progressing on their courses (see above).

 Following the re-structure (completed in September 2019) there were a 
number of staffing issues, including tutor vacancies, which led to a restricted 
programme of delivery.

 Whilst typically commissioning would normally be completed by September 
of the academic year, this time it was not completed until January 2020.  This 
was due to challenges with the procurement process.  The impact of this was 
particularly felt in RBWM where there is comparatively a greater percentage 
of commissioned delivery.

The introduction of Intensive courses has meant the delivery method has 
negated the need for learners to enrol on more than one course per term.
The Service has responded effectively to COVID 19 by moving its provision 
online.  However, there has been a reduction in the number of courses that had 
been planned for this term.  This is especially so with the delivery of 
commissioned provision which is proving to be challenging for some providers.

6. Moving Forward

Curriculum Planning

The Service regards the Localities Agenda in both Slough and RBWM as 
affording significant opportunities for its development. 
The Service has developed a detailed learning offer to support the localities 
agenda in Chalvey and parts of RBWM and is now well placed to roll out 
appropriate programmes as part of Sloughs Localities Agenda.

The Service has also developed its curriculum for 2020/2021 to impact and 
contribute to Sloughs Inclusive Growth Strategy and the borough’s Wellbeing 
Agenda.

Learning from the experiences of the online curriculum during the Covid–19 
pandemic, the Service will in future deliver face-to-face, blended and fully online 
provision. 

Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment

Curriculum and quality managers will continue their work with tutors placing a 
greater emphasis on creative and innovative course delivery.
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Organisational Implications

The Service needs to review all of its accommodation to ensure that it is best 
placed to serve our local communities going forward.

To ensure the Service is delivering its updated curriculum it will need to recruit 
tutors with the appropriate skill set. 

Leadership will also be working with all staff they fully understand the vision and 
their role in the delivery of the changed service.

7.  Comments of Other Committees

This information has not been to any other committees. 

8. Conclusion 

Since receiving a requires improvement grade at its last OFSTED inspection 
(2019) the Service has worked extremely hard in improving its offer and quality of 
teaching.

An intensive programme of training and coaching,  robust management practice 
and a clearer curriculum offer focussing on skills, employment and wellbeing has 
seen a significant improvement and a clearer demonstration of how the service 
contributes to Sloughs priorities.

Although 2019/2020 has proven to be a challenging year, the Service is 
emerging from this in excellent shape. Achievement rates are now very good / 
excellent and the quality of TLA continues to improve and is now good.

There are strong early indications that learners are progressing in increasing 
numbers nearer and into work.

9. Appendices Attached 

10. Background Papers 

 Course leaflet (separate PDF)
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Adult Learning Courses
East Berkshire Community Learning and Skills Service

FR
EE

 C
OU

RS
ES

ESOL AND ENGLISH
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT-ESOL (Entry level 1-2) (Entry levels 2-3)
Improve your English for the workplace: reading, writing, speaking 
and listening skills using a range of topics. Intensive course includes
employability skills.
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT-FUNCTIONAL ENGLISH (Entry level 3 to
level 1) (levels 1-2) Develop confidence in reading, writing and
speaking and listening. Intensive course includes employability skills.

MATHS
EVERYDAY MATHS (Entry levels 2-3) Improve your maths skills to help
you find and progress and while in work.
FUNCTIONAL MATHS (levels 1-2) Further improve your maths skills to
help you find and progress and while in work. Leads to a qualification.

DIGITAL SKILLS
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT: DIGITAL SKILLS FOR JOB HUNTERS
Develop basic computer skills including using the keyboard, mouse,
access emails and use the internet for job searching. Progress to Digital
Skills intensive. 
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT DIGITAL SKILLS INTENSIVE Learn digital skills
that can be used for getting a job and in employment and everyday use.
Option to take Entry level 3/level 1.

COURSE FOR LONGER TERM UNEMPLOYED
ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT Build a personal
action plan: improve your confidence, identify strengths and knowledge.
To apply call 07799 905178. 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
PILATES Learn and develop Pilate’s technique. Develop core strength 
and stability: improve posture, breathing and mobility.
FLOWER ARRANGING Enhance your creative skills with flower arranging.
SEWING Learn and develop your sewing skills using a sewing machine.

WORKING IN THE ARTS
Work and Funding (intensive) Getting Jobs and funding in the Arts.
Delivered by Resource Productions. Boost your energy and career. 
Book online: www.workfunding20.eventbrite.co.uk

ESFA terms and conditions apply.

How to apply
To apply and for 

information about courses
call 07808 884459

and speak to a
Customer Service Advisor

LL-6847/29-09-20

Autumn2020
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SLOUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL

REPORT TO:  Education and Children’s Services Scrutiny Panel    

DATE: 21 October 2020   

CONTACT OFFICER:   Shabnam Ali  
Service Lead- Economic Development

(For all Enquiries)  07597 392742

WARD(S):  All

PART I

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

REPORT ON SLOUGH APPRENTICESHIPS 

1. Purpose of Report

To update on current situation of apprenticeships in Slough and other jobs and 
economic generation opportunities that exist in the Borough. 

2. Recommendation

To note:
 The adoption of the Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-25 by SBC
 Covid 19 has impacted hugely on the delivery of existing and new 

Apprenticeship opportunities 
 Phase 2 of Our Futures Programme launches on 21 October 2020, 

reorganising all roles of SBC with a pause on training and recruitment 
outside of the Programme

 the establishment of the Regeneration, Economy and Skills Group 
 The Future Skills Hub 
 The Slough Innovation Space 
 The introduction of the emerging Construction Skills Academy 
 The arrival of the Berkshire Skills Portal 

3. The Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy, the JSNA and the Five Year Plan

3a.    Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy Priorities – 

The Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy and the emerging projects discussed in this 
report, align with the Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy.  By embracing the behaviours set 
out in the inclusive growth strategy, it can contribute to the realisation of all four Joint 
Wellbeing Strategy priorities.  
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3b. Five Year Plan Outcomes 

The Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy has the vision that “Slough will be an 
economy which epitomises inclusiveness, diversity and resilience – where small 
businesses flourish, where large employers invest, and where residents have the 
opportunity to aspire and prosper. We will harness the value of our international 
connections and the potential of redevelopment and regeneration to present a 
confident and dynamic image to the world, where a rounded and sustainable 
approach to growth is intrinsic to our collective success.”

The implementation of the Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy is therefore closely 
aligned with the Five-Year Plan Outcome that Slough will attract, retain and grow 
businesses and investment to provide opportunities for our residents.  

It will also help to address the following outcomes:
 Slough will be an attractive place where people choose to live, work and stay.  

Tackling inequality and taking a broader view of growth are two of the 
behaviours enshrined in the Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy.  Improving job 
matching between residents and local demand for workers will raise the 
employment rate, directly impacting the income; employment; and education, 
skills and training domains of the Indices of Multiple Deprivation. 

 Slough children will grow up to be happy, healthy and successful.  In delivering 
the strategy and embracing the behaviours, particularly tackling inequality and 
taking a wider view of growth, pathways top high-quality employment can be 
created and promoted to Slough residents, including vulnerable young people.  
These pathways can lead to higher educational attainment across the Borough 
and help efforts to reduce the numbers of residents not in employment, 
education or training (NEET).

4. Other Implications

(a) Financial 

There are no financial implications in this report.  

(b) Risk Management 

The issues around the way apprenticeships have been impacted by COVID- 19 are 
significant and need to be addressed.

Recommendati
on from section 
2 above

Risks/Threats/ 
Opportunities

Current 
Controls

Using the Risk 
Management 
Matrix Score 
the risk

Future Controls

Inclusive 
Growth 
Strategy was 
adopted June 
2020 

Partners on 
Board do not 
contribute or 
create the 
activity 
expected of 
them 

The Board 
members are of 
high calibre and 
key 
stakeholders of 
the Borough 

6 (marginal 
impact, low 
probability)

Board has set 
out  a Terms of 
Reference and 
meet regularly 

Covid 19 has Risk is that this Setting up the Continuing with 
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Recommendati
on from section 
2 above

Risks/Threats/ 
Opportunities

Current 
Controls

Using the Risk 
Management 
Matrix Score 
the risk

Future Controls

impacted 
hugely on the 
delivery of 
existing and 
new 
Apprenticeship 
opportunities 

will cause 
higher number 
of youth 
unemployment 
as well as a 
growth in NEET

delivery of new 
alternative 
employment 
support 
programmes 

employment 
support projects 
at the local 
level

Phase 2 of Our 
Futures 
Programme 
launches on 21 
October 2020, 
reorganising all 
roles of SBC 
with a pause on 
training and 
recruitment 
outside of the 
Programme

This causes no 
new 
Apprenticeship 
opportunities at 
SBC 

Looking to 
deliver 
alternative 
employment 
support 
opportunities 

6 (marginal 
impact, low 
probability)

Continuation of 
projects and 
supporting 
existing staff 
and new staff to 
engage in 
training 

Slough 
Innovation 
Space is an 
ERDF funded 
project which 
will go live in 
April 2021

No new start up 
businesses 
take occupancy 
of the space.

Procurement 
for fit out has 
commenced. 
Marketing 
needs to 
commence 

6 (marginal 
impact, low 
probability)

Internal teams 
prepared for the 
arrival of this 
project 

Future Skills 
Hub

Funding and 
delivery is not 
secured in time 

Procurement 
for fit out has 
commenced 

6 (marginal 
impact, low 
probability)

Project Team 
established to 
monitor 
progress and 
success of the 
project 

Establishment 
of the 
Regeneration, 
Economy and 
Skills Board 

The right 
representation 
of Partners in 
not included on 
the Board who 
are inadequate 
to support the 
implementation 
of the Strategy 

Ongoing 
engagement 
with 
Stakeholders 
during the 
development of 
the Strategy 
has ensured 
local views are 
represented 
and interest 
developed for 
them to be 
included on the 
Board. 

6 (marginal 
impact, low 
probability)

Governance 
Plans, Terms of 
Reference and 
Actions Plans 
will be 
developed 
jointly with 
Stakeholders
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(c) Human Rights Act and Other Legal 

It is not considered that there are any Human Rights Act implications resulting 
from this report.

    d) Equalities Impact Assessment

Employment support initiatives must be targeted to those that are most risk of 
unemployment. This includes the youth, older workers and ethnic minorities. 

5. Supporting Information

5.1.1 Slough as a town has worked hard to create Apprenticeships Schemes over the 
last few years and undoubtedly apprenticeships are great way to give Slough’s  
young people, aged 16–24 on the job training while  continuing their education 
and earning a salary.

5.1.2 The economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will be significant. The OECD 
recently predicted that the UK could be the worst affected economy in the 
developed world, forecasting a fall of 11.5% in national income (gross domestic 
product) over the course of 2020.

5.1.3 In Slough Aug 2020 economic data figures show that unemployment rates have 
increased significantly since March 2020, and are currently at an all time high.  
(7940 claimants in Aug 2020 v’s 2820 in Mar 2020). In these figures the most 
impacted group showing the greatest rise in unemployment  were  young people 
aged 16-24. Indeed, early figures suggest that younger people are already 
bearing the brunt of the fallout from the pandemic

5.1.4 Apprenticeships have been hugely impacted by the pandemic, redundancies, 
employer no longer hiring, and young people left without completing their 
qualification and no prospects of finding a replacement post part way through the 
course.  Therefore apprenticeships are now perceived as a “risky” pathway by 
young people.

5.1.5 The Inclusive Growth Strategy provides a framework to develop a range of 
economic growth projects. The adoption of this Strategy enables project design 
which is aligned to the main priorities of the strategy.

5.1.6 The establishment of the Regeneration, Economy and Skills Board. This is a 
private sector led Board which acts as a group of stakeholders that oversee the 
delivery of the Inclusive Growth Strategy and the projects within it

5.1.7 The Future Skills Hub – this is a key project that will help deliver a range of 
employment and skills support activity in the centre of Slough. It is as a result of 
funding achieved from the LEP to bring together key Partners such as Windsor 
Forest Group of Colleges, Royal Holloway University, Job Centre Plus and others 
to align their services and provide a holistic approach to the job seeker. It opens 
in April 21 and will be delivered from Observatory House 5th Floor – north side 

5.1.8 The Slough Innovation Space – an ERDF funded project which provides a space 
and specialist business support to start up businesses in the digital tech sector. 
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The project will be in operation from April 2020 in Observatory House 5th Floor, 
south side. 

5.1.9 The introduction of the emerging Construction Skills Academy – under the 
banner of the Future Skills Hub, partners are coming together to set up an 
Academy which trains people to take on jobs created in this sector by the 
Regeneration Programme in the town centre. 

5.1.10 The arrival of the Berkshire Skills Portal – a portal that contains all the vacancies 
across Berkshire on one site for job seekers to access. Training and skills 
development information also exists on this site 
https://www.berkshireopportunities.co.uk/

6. Comments of Other Committees

Cabinet adopted the Inclusive Growth Strategy in June 2020 

7. Conclusion

This report aims to highlight that as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic the Apprentices 
in Slough has been significantly impacted and need support. There are alternative  
opportunities and projects identified as a result of the work of the Economic 
Development team which can be taken forward until such time that employers can begin 
to take on Apprentices. 

9. Background Papers 

1. Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-25
2. Aug 2020 Economic Development Indicators
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Slough Borough Council – Leader’s Foreword

Councillor James C. Swindlehurst

▷ Leader of the Council

▷ Cabinet Member for Regeneration & Strategy

▷ Member for the CippenhamGreenWard

Welcome to the new Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-25. As
Leader of the Council, I’m excited to present a document that will drive
many of the activities and services that we deliver and act as a
cornerstone to our approach as an organisation, being evidence-driven,
and putting the welfare and prosperity of the Borough’s residents first.

In the midst of recent success and ambitious plans to transform the
Borough, we are presented with an enormous opportunity to ensure local
people benefit, whilst securing new investment and encouraging business
to ‘think’ and choose Slough. The impact of this is already being seen and
there is much more to come. The regeneration of our town centre is a
prime example and we hope that the area will become a symbol of the
Borough’s future, projecting a positive and confident image to all.

I’m immensely proud of what our Borough has achieved in the past
decade, driven by a group of committed partners, our diverse and
entrepreneurial communities and businesses that call Slough home. We
must build on these foundations, make the most of the opportunities that
are in the pipeline and do all we can to position Slough as a place of
shared prosperity, innovation, excellence and diversity.

This Strategy is targeting growth which is inclusive – that is
characterised by well-paid and sustainable employment, a first-class
education and skills system, augmented by a great living and working
environment. Yet whilst Slough has continued to thrive, not everyone has
been afforded the opportunity to flourish. We are resolutely focused on
changing this, by being data driven and accountable for our actions.

I’m also aware that we cannot afford to be complacent – our economy
does not operate in a vacuum and is subject to global competition and
pressures. Macroeconomic shocks remain an omnipresent threat and
something we must be prepared for – COVID-19 is a seismic reminder
of the precariousness of Slough’s success. Our economic resilience is
vital, particularly in terms of protecting our small businesses,
entrepreneurs and self-employed, who are the most exposed.

We have therefore developed a Strategy with the expectation that we may
need to change course. A five-year duration provides us with this flexibility
and I look forward to working with you to deliver the actions within.

F

Image: The Curve
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Slough will be an economy which is defined by its
inclusiveness, diversity and resilience – where small
businesses flourish, large employers invest, and
residents have the opportunity to aspire and prosper.
The Borough will harness the value of its international
connections and the potential of redevelopment and
regeneration to present a confident and dynamic
image to the world, where a rounded and sustainable
approach to growth is intrinsic to our success.

Our strategic vision
S
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Our inclusive commitment Inclusivity driving resilience
This Strategy is the embodiment of a new strategic direction for
the Borough – one which is predicated on a resolute and steadfast
commitment to inclusive growth.

The full potential of Slough will be unlocked if all who live and work in the
Borough are encouraged to aspire, participate and prosper. The Strategy
will act as the lynchpin for this ambition, driving a common agenda which
resonates with government, businesses and local people. This inclusive
growth commitment will be enshrined within the actions taken in the
future, taking a direct read from the thrust and priorities contained with
this document.

The Strategy’s deliberate pursuit of inclusive outcomes is distinct and
characterised by the following traits:

By focusing on the factors that will deliver inclusive growth and more
equitably share in Slough’s prosperity, the Strategy is also positioned to
secure the Borough’s economic resilience. The intent and approach set
out within has been developed to strengthen Slough’s competitiveness
and ensure the Borough builds on its robust growth foundations.

Whilst the pace of change increases and the degree of certainty reduces,
there is a need to remain vigilant and not take future growth prospects for
granted. This is particularly important in the face of persistent
economic volatility and the impact of forces that will shape
Slough’s future prospects, such as COVID-19 and the UK’s
departure from the European Union (EU). Both present significant
risks and may challenge known weaknesses in Slough’s economy.

By adopting an inclusive approach, the Borough has the chance to not
only insulate itself from such negative effects, but to thrive as a result of
new opportunities and the inherent characteristics of the local workforce.
The Strategy is therefore underpinned by a firm belief that this will
position Slough on a robust and sustainable growth trajectory.

Slough’s growth story is one founded on making best use of its assets, a
collective will to succeed and maintaining a international perspective.
This lays the foundations for the next chapter.

Responds to new research insights

Targets equitable outcomes for all residents

Takes a holistic view of economic growth

+
+

+
Celebrates Slough’s uniqueness and diversity

Driven by ownership and accountability

+
+

Acting as a new catalyst for key policy areas+
Regeneration benefitting local communities+

Inclusive Resilient

S
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Building on our strengths Tackling our weaknesses
To deliver our vision for shared prosperity, resilience and to affirm
Slough’s position as one of the most inclusive economies in the UK,
we must acknowledge and build on the Borough’s strengths.

Slough’s economic success story is defined by the factors that underlie its
competitiveness and unique character. They paint a compelling picture
which has drawn businesses and people from far afield and forms the
basis for Slough’s enviable global reputation. This Strategy uses these as a
springboard for furthering this momentum.

This Strategy also adopts an honest view of Slough’s inherent
weaknesses, as seen within a broad base of evidence, and the
barriers that are holding inclusive growth back.

There is a prescient need to tackle known issues and redress challenges
which continue to stifle the fortunes of Slough’s residents and businesses.
Each form an important part of the way Slough is perceived as a place and
are hindering the opportunity for people to take a greater share in
Slough’s economic success.

Multicultural
One of the most 

diverse places in the 
UK

Youthful
A young and 

dynamic 
population

Established
A prime location 

for global business 
brands

Connected
At the heart of the 
UK’s road, rail and 

air networks

Thriving
Growing base of 
companies and 

employment

Prosperous
Quality jobs driving 
high output levels 

and wages

Expanding
An increasing 

population and 
base of assets

Regenerating
Transforming and 

creating new 
neighbourhoods

Skilled
Well qualified 
people in the 

labour market 

Engaged 
High levels of 

employment and 
economic activity

Enterprising
Home to new 

businesses and 
scale-ups

Smart
An Innovative and 

digitally connected 
Borough

Congested
Traffic levels 

hindering trade and 
quality of life

Inactivity
Poor levels of 

health holding 
back participation

Unequal
Some groups are 
less economically 

engaged

Exposed
Sectors and labour 

supply at risk of 
economic trends

Perceptions
Borough’s image 

undermines its 
credentials 

Insecure
Not all jobs are 

well paid and offer 
career prospects

Mismatches
Between the supply 

of labour and the 
demand for skills

Safety
Both perceived 
and actual is a 

material concern

Vacancy
Town centre is 

underutilised and 
not viable

Affordability
The cost of housing 
is high compared to 

wage levels

Environment
Poor quality and 
accessibility of 

some areas

S
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+
Our strategic priorities
This strategy is action-orientated and defined
by the scale of collective ambition within.

It responds to the opportunity to reinforce Slough’s
reputation for excellence, widen shared prosperity
and capitalise on large-scale regeneration that will
position the Borough as a progressive, productive
and ‘smart’ place. It is also shaped by the threats to
the local economy, stressing the need for Slough to
not solely focus on growth, but also resilience.

Our six priorities are underpinned by:

▷ The need to update policy and orientate
around inclusive growth…

▷ Respond to the wider strategic imperative
and deliver against national objectives…

▷ A deeper understanding of Slough’s
economic health and competitiveness

▷ Building on a track record of success and the
pipeline of investment in Slough…

▷ The need to be transparent about our focus
and accountable for our achievements…

Each priority feeds through to a series eight actions,
which form the basis for delivery and making a
substantive change to the fortunes and wellbeing of
Slough’s residents and businesses.

S

Priority 5:
Inclusive & 
sustainable 

neighbourhoods      

Priority 1:
Creating secure & 
productive jobs

Priority 6:
Connecting & 

celebrating Slough

Priority 4:
Enterprise & 

scale-up 
ecosystem 

Priority 3:
Regeneration & 
infrastructure 

unlocking growth

Priority 2:
A skills system 
working for all 

Key factor of growth: Digital Disruption

Key factor of growth: Sustainability

Key factor of growth: Securing Talent

Inclusive Outcomes
People
Place 

Businesses

Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-2025
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+
Our absolute focus on action

S

Priority 5:
Inclusive & 
sustainable 

neighbourhoods 

Priority 6:
Connecting & 

celebrating Slough

Priority 4:
Enterprise & 

scale-up ecosystem 

Priority 3:
Regeneration & 
infrastructure 

unlocking growth

Priority 2:
A skills system 
working for all 

Good work, fair work 
standard

Slough sector deals

Business needs 
taskforce

Continuous data 
monitoring

Prepared for 
industrial change

Anchor business 
engagement

Ease of access 
imitative

Soft landing scheme

Slough skills and 
employment hub

Slough skills compact

Pathway to success

Slough inspired

Digital skills first

Parental outreach 
programme

Continuous learning

A higher education 
presence

Secure anchor 
developments

Flexible meanwhile 
spaces

Attractive and safe 
places

Slough’s cultural hub

A digitally connected 
Borough

New transport 
solutions

Affordable housing 
provision

Regeneration 
unlocking 

infrastructure

A new incubation hub

Innovation and 
acceleration facilities

Embedding enterprise 
education

Business boost

Social enterprise 
quarter

Pop-up spaces and 
places

Enterprise network

Seedling success

Effective place-
making

Prioritising wellbeing

Corporate leadership

Slough Climate 
Challenge

Social regeneration 
value

Progressive 
procurement

Effective use of public 
assets

Social leases

Outward looking 
approach

Maintaining strategic 
influence

‘State of Slough’ 
symposium

Community Leaders 
Programme

Destination Slough

Annual events 
programme

Volunteering and 
activism

Activated spaces

Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-2025

Priority 1:
Creating secure & 

productive jobs
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Our commitment to making it happen

Priority 5:
Inclusive & sustainable 

neighbourhoods      

Priority 1:
Creating secure & 
productive jobs

Priority 6:
Connecting & celebrating 

Slough

Priority 4:
Enterprise & 

scale-up ecosystem 

Priority 3:
Regeneration & 

infrastructure unlocking 
growth

Priority 2:
A skills system working for 

all 

Clear Strategic 
Focus

Strategic priorities 
will target support in 

our:

Largest 
Employment 

Sectors
Most Specialised 

Sectors
Fastest Growing 

Sectors

And secure necessary 
investment in our 

thriving and 
regenerated:

Town Centre
Industrial Hubs

Local Centres

Strength In 
Partnership

To deliver our 
strategic priorities we 

will collaborate 
with key partners:

Being 
Accountable

Delivery of our 
strategic priorities will 

be underpinned by 
our commitment to:

Put appropriate 
governance in place

Adopt consistent 
behaviours

Leverage collective 
capacity

Be prepared to 
change course

Connect with wider 
strategies

Tracking 
Performance

Monitoring progress 
and tracking our 

achievements will 
ensure our priorities 
are delivering lasting 

change through:

A clear vision of 
what success is

Measurable 
performance 

indicators

Continuous and 
regular tracking

Transparent 
reporting 

S
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Introducing the Slough Inclusive 

Growth Strategy
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1

This is Slough
Welcome to Slough! A hub of industry,
diversity, opportunity, growth and connectivity,
Slough enjoys and capitalises on its
preeminent location within the wider South
East region and its proximity to the nation’s
capital city. The location of choice for business,
from multinationals to start-ups, Slough is a
future-facing place of prospects, opportunity
and dynamism. Slough is…

▷ A powerful symbol of national success
▷ One of the most productive places in the UK
▷ On an exciting growth trajectory
▷ Home to over 149,000 people and rising
▷ One of the most diverse places in the country
▷ Only 15 minutes by train to Central London
▷ At the heart of the Thames Valley region
▷ The location of Europe’s largest trading estate
▷ Globally connected via Heathrow Airport
▷ Known for its high value employment
▷ Increasingly innovative and enterprising
▷ Attractive to domestic and global investment
▷ Undergoing transformational regeneration
▷ A Borough which is ‘smart and tech enabled

Voted 
No.1

as the best 
location to 
find a job in 

the UK…
(Glassdoor data)

+
Ranked 

No.1
level of 

economic 
output per 
worker…
(ONS GVA data)

+

Previous Page Image: Slough Ice Arena. Current Page Image: Observatory House

Ranked 
No.1

named as 
the small 
city of the 
future…

(fDi 2020/21 data)

+
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2

This is Slough

Slough is adjacent to 
Heathrow – a global hub 
and gateway to the UK

International
Thames Valley Berkshire 
Local Enterprise Partnership 
Sub-Region

Slough is an anchor 
authority within the
TVBLEP sub-region

Influential

Slough is blessed with open 
spaces, and surrounded by 
quality natural assets

Green

Slough lies in the middle 
of the UK’s high capacity 
rail and road networks

Connected
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+
The need for an Inclusive Growth Strategy

Slough’s Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-2025 provides the
foundation for a new phase of growth across the Borough. It is
underpinned by an aspiration for all residents to share in opportunity and
prosperity, to benefit from equal access to learning and employment, to
have the chance to thrive in an environment characterised by fairness and
safety and to be where the diversity of place and people are celebrated.

The Inclusive Growth Strategy provides a framework for practical
action, guiding policy choices and investment in coming years,
whilst placing partnership and collaboration at its heart.

This is an exciting and pertinent time from which to launch the next wave
of Slough’s economic growth, in the midst of rapid change, large-scale
Borough-wide regeneration and an influx of investment in place and
infrastructure. The recent legacy of continued economic success, a young
and growing population and sharpened Borough identity provide an
exceptional foundation from to build on and tackle the most prominent
challenges holding the economy back.

Slough has maintained its position as one of the UK’s most successful
economies, cementing its reputation for productive employment, driven
by a base of diverse and high value industries. The Borough benefits
greatly from its connectivity, delivering outstanding proximity to domestic
and global markets and the nation’s capital city, ensuring it remains
attractive to investors as a consequence of its locational advantages.

This direction is reflective of both the Council’s desire to take a leading
role in Borough growth and citizen outcomes, alongside a recognition
from the business community and key stakeholders of the need to be
progressive economic actors, shaping priorities and securing investment.

A changing economic development context

The need for a new strategic approach to economic development is
embedded within a number of contextual factors, which are dynamic and
have been changing since the previous Economic Strategy was published.

In order for Slough to remain competitive, the Council and its partners
must respond to these factors in a deliberate and strategic way. This will
be achieved with a new focus on inclusivity, the environment and
cementing Slough’s relationships with its neighbours, the nation’s capital
and globally. It will also acknowledge the need to be responsive to change
and be prepared for a shift in the health of the global economy. The
sudden occurrence of COVID-19 has illustrated this in very stark terms and
the case for building a resilient Slough economy is abundantly clear.

This Inclusive Growth Strategy is anchored by the Borough’s recent
success, but also its relative weaknesses. It is evidence-driven and action-
orientated, encouraging collective accountability.

It is also the start of a new economic deal for Slough, that will
place equitable outcomes at the heart of decision-making and
ensure that Slough’s citizens are able to thrive and prosper
through a more holistic approach to economic development.

3

Refreshed 
national 

policy 
direction

Greater 
Brexit 

certainty

Borough 
wide 

regeneration

Major 
infrastructure 
investments

Heathrow’s 
role as a 

global hub

Changing 
town centre 

fortunes

National and 
global 

competition

The climate 
emergency
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A pressing strategic imperative

The Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy is orientated around a
broader policy framework, which takes its cues from UK
government and sub-regional bodies tasked with securing
economic growth that is sustainable, tackles inequality and drives
competitive advantage.

This framework includes a renewed emphasis on the sectors, assets and
people that make places different, advocating specialisation and tackling
the fundamental issues that hold back the UK’s ability to forge ahead on a
global stage. Whilst these wider strategies share a focus on economic
development, they also embrace wider drivers of productivity and growth:

▷ The importance of pitching economic growth in broader terms, going
beyond traditional indicators and measures of success

▷ The need to ensure that people have the skills and ambition they
need to succeed in locally-important and growing sectors

▷ The role of modern infrastructure in providing improved access to
the labour market and securing investment

▷ The value of local assets in creating a sense of distinctiveness and
supporting an ecosystem of enterprise and innovation

▷ The need to ensure that the power of digital technologies are fully
harnessed, unlocking new forms of economic and social value

▷ The growing recognition around the pace of climate change as an
economic and existential threat coming into ever sharper focus

This Inclusive Growth Strategy has been structured to establish clear links
with relevant policies, thereby shaping the focus of local priorities.

4

Slough Inclusive 
Growth Strategy

2020-25

National Policy 
Drivers

UK Industrial Strategy
UK Digital Strategy
Post 16 Skills Plan

National Planning Policy 
Framework

Sub-Regional 
Policy Drivers

Thames Valley Berkshire 
Local Industrial Strategy
Thames Valley Berkshire 
Strategic Economic Plan
Heathrow Strategic Brief

Productivity

Specialisation

Innovation

Skills and 
Employability

Shared 
Prosperity

Place Making

Resilience

Infrastructure

Global Reach

Enterprise

Partnerships 
and 

Collaboration

Sustainability

Sub-Regional Policy 
Drivers

Slough Five Year Plan
Slough Local Plan

Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy
Slough Regeneration Framework

Slough Cultural Strategy
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Growth Strategy 2020-2025+ 5

Our strategic focus – delivering inclusive growth
Building on the prevailing policy narrative and strength of local
stakeholder sentiment, this strategy reflects the need to deliver
growth and prosperity that all Slough residents can benefit from.

Through its delivery, we will maintain a relentless focus on delivering and
being accountable for inclusive growth outcomes. As such, the Council
and partners will work towards a series of common goals, to ensure that
the benefits of inclusive growth are fully capitalised. These are:

▷ Tackling inequality – bridging the gap between those who benefit
most from Slough’s economic stature and those who don’t.

▷ A broader view of growth – viewing economic success through a
broader lens, including quality of life, health and participation.

▷ Collective ownership – civic, business and community leaders
sharing in the responsibility of building a prosperous future for Slough.

▷ Thinking one step ahead – being prepared for the trends and
technologies that will shape Slough’s economy in years to come.

▷ Building trust – leadership founded on transparency, integrity and
putting the people of Slough first.

▷ Environment first – recognising that economic growth can be
achieved in harmony with a more resilient and sustainable Borough.

In this context, the Council has shifted towards a decision-making
approach which is evidence-driven and embeds inclusive outcomes
throughout. This includes the adoption of the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) definition of inclusive growth,
which provides a clear embodiment of the need to focus attention on the
foundations of inclusive growth – People, Places and Businesses.

(OECD) Inclusive Growth definition…

“Inclusive growth is economic growth that is distributed fairly 
across society and creates opportunities for all”

Foundations of 
Inclusive 
Growth

Coordination of 
dynamic 
business 

ecosystems

Investment in 
people and 

vibrant labour 
markets

Creating 
efficient and 
responsive 

governments 

Businesses

People

Places

Slough Inclusive Growth Strategy 2020-2025
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The Slough Story
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The changing face of Slough

Images (clockwise from top): Porter Building, Future Works, Slough Ice Arena, The Centre, Horlicks Development
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The Slough Story: Reflecting on the Borough today
This Strategy is a reflection of what Slough is today – prosperous,
dynamic, multi-cultural, industrious and ever-evolving. The
Borough’s locational advantages are obvious, whilst the profile of
employers and businesses are an immediate showcase of Slough’s
characteristics as a place to invest. There is much to celebrate and
progress to reflect on, as Slough continues to thrive by being a champion
for growth, forward-looking and actively embracing what makes it distinct.

Slough’s momentum has been built on an exceptionally strong base of
credentials, both tangible and intangible, which are at the core of what
makes the Borough both different and exciting. These will resonate with
those who call Slough home and also those that spend time in the
Borough to work, shop and access its many amenities. Slough today is:

7

One of the UK’s most multicultural places

An exceptionally well-connected Borough

Home to globally-important companies

A hotbed for innovation and creativity

Embracing innovation and ‘smart’ tech

A hotbed of talent and entrepreneurship

One of the country’s youngest places

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
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An evidence-based Inclusive Growth Strategy
It is vitally important economic development strategy,
prioritisation and investment decisions are built upon a robust
base of evidence. The Borough’s future success and the ability for
partners to affect positive change will be reliant on a full and accurate
understanding of the factors driving economic growth and the issues that
are preventing Slough from reaching its full potential.

This Inclusive Growth Strategy draws upon a broad base of up-to-date
information, which tells a compelling story about the local economy. A
suite of documents have been compiled that reflect on key indicators of
economic performance, combining quantitative and qualitative evidence:

▷ Socioeconomic statistics and datasets

▷ Secondary research and intelligence

▷ Consultations and interviews with strategic stakeholders

▷ Perspectives from local businesses and investors

▷ Sentiments from young people and families across the Borough

Collectively, this evidence base provides a compelling picture of Slough’s
relative strengths, weaknesses and future prospects for growth. A
summary of the key findings is provided overleaf, which builds upon the
key foundations of inclusive growth, drawing from the OECD definition:

▷ Business Enterprise and Innovation

▷ People

▷ Place

▷ Infrastructure
NOTE: All data presented in this report has been sourced from the
evidence base documents and associated consultation material. Full
evidence base reports are available separately.

8

Image: Slough Bus Station
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Slough’s main economic centres
Economic activity in Slough is defined by its geographical location and the relationships that the Borough has with London and neighbouring towns
and regions. Slough’s success is predicated on the exploitation of its locational assets, excellent access to labour markets, connectivity and its base of
sectors which trade across the UK and internationally. These factors, alongside a strategic planning approach, have helped to shape the main clusters
of economic activity across the Borough. Slough today is defined by a series of areas where economic activity predominates, investments are being
made and regeneration is laying the foundations for future growth. These also act as the focus for economic development and spatial planning policy.

Slough Town Centre
Slough’s town centre will be 
the Borough’s economic heart 
and primary office and retail 
location, currently undergoing 
large-scale regeneration 
creating a broader mix of uses.

A4/Bath Road
This is a key economic corridor 
straddling the Bath Road, 
which is home to 
multinationals, high grade 
office, flexible business units 
and  warehousing space.

Slough Trading Estate
As Europe’s largest single 
ownership trading estate, it is 
home to a large and growing 
cluster of warehousing, factory 
and workshop uses and is a 
major employment centre.

Langley
A key neighbourhood centre 
which offers a mix of retail, 
office and warehousing space, 
adjacent to key transport 
corridors and residential areas.

Poyle
On the far eastern boundary of 
Slough, this area has a high 
density of warehousing 
floorspace, servicing Heathrow 
airport and surrounding 
motorway connections.

Slough lies within 
the Eastern 
Berkshire 

Functional 
Economic Area
the Borough has 
strong links and 

economic 
relationships with 

Windsor and 
Maidenhead and 

South Bucks 

Farnham Road
An important retail and 
commercial corridor servicing 
local communities and 
providing important 
north/south connections 
across the Borough.

9
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The sectors anchoring Slough’s economy
Slough’s economy is defined by its industrial makeup, which informs the types of businesses trading and the shape of jobs that provide
employment to local people. The local economy is anchored by the sectors that provide the greatest number of jobs and generate considerable
economic output. Combined with data on trading businesses, this generates a picture of Slough’s relative strengths, sectors that should be prioritised
and those that are emerging in stature. Whilst the sectors are constantly evolving, shaped by market forces and technological disruption, they are the
bedrock of employment across Slough.

10

Business 
Support 
Services

ICT Media & 
Creative 
Services

Public Admin 
Health & Social 

Care
Retail

12% 
of all jobs are 
in this sector

11% 
of all jobs are 
in this sector

11% 
of all jobs are 
in this sector 8% 

of all jobs are 
in this sector

Financial & 
Professional 

Services

8% 
of all jobs are 
in this sector

Slough’s 5 largest employment sectors

Over 80,000 
people 

(residents and 
commuters) work 

in Slough
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The sectors driving growth and competitive advantage
Beyond the business that generate the most employment, there are other sectors that are intrinsic to Slough’s economic success and prosperity. These
define Slough’s economic distinctiveness, its competitiveness and also the scope for future growth and specialisation, whilst also rapidly evolving.

Utilities and Waste
…accounts for 3% of total employment in 
Slough Borough…

93% 
job growth 

between 
2012-17

Creative Industries
…accounts for 2% of total employment 
in Slough Borough…

80% 
job growth 

between 
2012-17

Business Support Services
…accounts for 12% of total employment 
in Slough Borough…

39% 
job growth 

between 
2012-17

Other Services
…accounts for 2% of total employment 
in Slough Borough…

36% 
job growth 

between 
2012-17

Warehousing & Logistics
…accounts for 8% of total employment 
in Slough Borough…

27% 
job growth 

between 
2012-17

Utilities & 
Waste

Slough’s concentration 
of these businesses is 

2.6 times greater than 
the UK average

Warehousing & 
Logistics

Slough’s concentration 
of these businesses is 

4.1 times greater than 
the UK average

ICT Media & 
Creative 
Services

Slough’s concentration 
of these businesses is 

1.8 times greater than 
the UK average

Slough’s top 3 specialised 
employment sectors …

11
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The Slough Story: Business & Enterprise
Slough’s businesses are a defining characteristic of its 
economy. They are the engines of growth, the focus of 
entrepreneurship, the fulcrum for global trading 
relationships and the generator of high value jobs. The 
Borough must create an environment that will allow 
businesses to flourish, attract investment and specialise.

A business 
centre…

Over 6,000 
active firms

Supporting 
enterprise…

178 start-ups 
per 1,000 firms

Home of small 
business

99% of firms 
are SMEs

Business 
density…

5 key business 
hubs 

Expanding base 
of firms…

45% growth 
since 2013

The Slough Story: People & Skills
People are the lifeblood of the Slough economy. They
shape places, drive business growth, foster innovation and
underpin a productive society. Slough must ensure it has
access to people with the right skills, ambitions and
mobility in order for prosperity to be shared equitably,
whilst also adapting as the workplace evolves.

Productive 
employment…
~£95k of GVA 

per FTE

Skilled 
residents…

35% NVQ4+ 
qualified

Growing 
population… 
5% increase 

2012-17

Engaged 
workforce…
79% active 

economically

Buoyant labour 
market…

4% of people 
unemployed

The Slough Story: Places & Communities
Places that are attractive, sustainable, safe and offer a
high quality of life are highly sought after and are a key
measure of competitiveness. Slough must build around its
communities, develop liveable places and ensure homes
and amenities are in place to attract the best talent.

Housing in 
demand…

£825 monthly  
average 1-bed rent

An industrial 
hub…

2% vacant 
space

Strong local 
linkages…
attracting 

commuters 

Valuable 
property base…

9+ times 
annual wages

Community 
cohesion…

evidence of 
equality

The Slough Story: Infrastructure
Infrastructure is a key foundation of prosperity; driving the
movement of people, goods and information. It enables
communities to interact, innovate and play a more active
role within the local labour market, whilst also opening up
markets and trade opportunities across the globe.

Broadband 
enabled…

99% 30Mbs 
coverage

Supporting 
mobility…

83% 4G 
coverage

An important 
rail hub…

5.5m riders 
per year

Public transit 
options…

Slough Mass 
Rapid Transit

Sustainable 
energy…

Slough Heat 
and Power
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Digging Deeper: Business & Enterprise
There are a number of wider indicators that help to define 
Slough’s business and enterprise characteristics. These 
offer a richer sense of which businesses and sectors are 
flourishing and propelling the Borough’s growth. The 
presence of rapidly scaling firms, young business base and 
high value sub-sectors are key differentiators. 

Digging Deeper: People & Skills
A series of additional indicators hint at the factors that
have driven economic growth, through the supply of
skilled labour and the response to business demand. This
highlights momentum in terms of apprenticeship delivery,
residents engaging with education and Slough’s success
in attracting skilled migrant labour from far and wide.

Digging Deeper: Places & Communities
Slough’s qualities as a place are integral to the Borough’s
push towards inclusive growth and symbolise what
businesses and people increasingly value. Slough exhibits
characteristics that set it apart from comparators and
play a key role in its attractiveness, including quality of life
factors and its exceptional ethnic diversity.

Digging Deeper: Infrastructure
The density and quality of infrastructure assets within the
Borough is a key part of the Slough story and plays an
important role in communicating strengths. The Borough
is developing and strengthening its business critical
infrastructure, with key investments in business support
provision, digital connectivity and transport solutions.

A place for SMEs 
to  scale…

Over 50 scaling 
businesses 

based in Slough

Dominant sub-
sectors…

Showcase the 
value of ICT 
and Digital 

Entrepreneurial 
characteristics…

1/3rd of firms 
established in 

past 2 years

Vocational 
upskilling…

Track record of 
apprenticeship 

delivery

Drawing on 
global labour…

Attracting 
international 

talent

Further Education 
participation…
Exceptionally 

strong and 
growing

Deprivation  
levels receding…
Improvement in 

community 
prospects

Defined by 
diversity…

BAME accounts 
for +50% of 
population

Slough is a 
thriving place…

Some quality of 
life measures 

are strong 

A strengthening 
ecosystem…

Business 
support and 

workspace offer

Improving personal 
transit…

A4 corridor cycle 
scheme and 
modal shifts

UK’s data centre 
hub…

7 data centres 
located in the 

Borough
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World-Class Employers

Slough is the preferred location 
for global brands, a number of 
which are headquartered in the 
Borough. Each provide valuable 
jobs, invest in upskilling local 
people, have extensive supply 
chains and are a symbolic of 
Slough’s international profile. 
These employers have a pivotal 
role to play as part of a renewed 
focus on inclusive growth. 

+
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The Slough story: Exceptional assets propelling growth
Slough’s competitiveness and economic vitality are underpinned by an exceptional base of assets – organisations, institutions and
employers that make an invaluable contribution to the Borough’s ecosystem. Each are important job and wealth creators in their own right,
but combine to act as powerful drivers of growth, with a unique commitment to Slough and the people who call the Borough home.

14

World-Class Skills Providers

Slough benefits from a network 
of skills and training providers, 
who are responding to business 
need and giving local people the 
soft and technical skills to 
succeed. These offer access to 
further and higher education 
and are also actively delivering 
apprenticeships, creating clear 
pathways to employment and 
providing the inspiration to stay 
in Slough.   

World-Class Assets

The Borough also benefits from 
a rich tapestry of assets, which 
are key attractors of investment 
and champion the Slough brand. 
Each is geared to support 
growth, accelerate resident 
progression and to enable 
equitable outcomes across 
Slough diverse communities. By 
virtue of this, all will play a major 
role in delivering Slough’s 
inclusive growth vision.

World-Class Investors

Slough’s physical landscape is 
being rapidly transformed. 
Landmark regeneration projects 
are being spearheaded by a 
number of developers, who are 
helping to reposition Slough, 
enhance its image and create 
new homes and trigger valuable 
employment. These projects will 
provide opportunities to deliver 
lasting inclusive outcomes and 
shape new, prosperous places.
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The Slough story: Layering local perspectives
Whilst the Slough story is inherently told through data and the analysis of statistics, a fuller picture is painted by understanding the
perspectives and experiences of people who live and work in the Borough.

Through extensive grassroots engagement, it is clear that Slough means different things to different people but all are passionate about its success.
Local perspectives provides a powerful reference point and help to generate a clearer sense of what our economic development priorities should be
and how they should combine to create a place that is both prosperous and inclusive, that is attractive, sustainable and progressive, whilst also
offering genuine quality of life.

15
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The Slough story: Future growth prospects

16

Crossrail is set to open in 2022 and will make Slough 
even more accessible, attractive to investment and 
encourage skilled labour to locate in the Borough…

Heathrow as a global transit hub will create direct 
and indirect economic benefits and create job 
opportunities for local people… 

Large-scale regeneration, including that delivered 
by Slough Urban Renewal, will deliver the homes and 
workspaces that are needed to support growth…

Slough’s Planning Focus – Facilitating Growth

Slough’s economic prospects and growth ambitions are crystallised in
the Local Plan – both in its existing form (Core Strategy) and through
the emergence of a new Local Plan that will guide development and
land use in the future.

Within the context of national housing supply constraints and the
planning system being used to unlock economic growth, Slough is
working towards delivering against a series of targets. Each will have
implications for Slough’s future economic success, its ability to attract
skilled labour, retain talent, address deprivation and ensure that
businesses have the space and facilities they need.

▷ By 2036, Slough will need to deliver an additional 20,000 homes

▷ This means the Borough will build over 900 new homes per
annum over a 20-year period

▷ Proposals for a Northern Extension garden suburb, could see a
further 10,000 new homes to the north east of the Borough

The Council’s evolving Town Centre Regeneration Framework is
also expected to play an important role in shaping the Masterplan,
creating the policies needed to deliver a vibrant, accessible and
sustainable Centre of Slough. Within this are a series of bold
ambitions, which would transform the town centre. This includes a
£3.5bn programme that will create an estimated 10,000 jobs and
9,000 new homes.

Slough’s 3 key drivers of future growth…

#1

#2

#3

NOTE: Slough Local Plan evidence draws from the
emerging Plan and existing Core Strategy.
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The Slough story: Future growth prospects
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The next generation – propelling Slough’s fortunes

As one of the youngest local authorities in the UK, Slough benefits from
the presence of a youthful and dynamic population. This cohort will be
key to the Borough’s future prospects and have a pivotal role in
activating and delivering the ambitions set out within this strategy.

Collective aspirations for Slough’s young people are equally high, such
that they are afforded the best opportunities and allowed to flourish,
through a quality and balanced education and access excellent
employment prospects. This strategy also strives to ensure future
generations are armed with the skills needed to make informed
choices, retain a strong sense of Slough’s identity, adopt a global view
and have respect for the communities and environment around them.

The cornerstone of young people’s prospects will be predicated on the
following and is embedded in the call for action within this document:

Having the ambition needed to succeed

Being prepared to adapt and reskill

Seeing Slough as a place of opportunity

Adopting an entrepreneurial mindset
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The Slough story: Challenges to overcome

18

Increasing the base of 
skilled residents

particularly NVQ3 and above 
to remain competitive and 

secure productive jobs

Addressing educational 
issues and a lack of skills 
participation which are at 
the heart of the Borough’s 

deprivation challenges

The occupational 
structure of the Borough 

is likely to change and 
resident employability will 

rely on a forward-facing 
skills ecosystem

The gig economy and 
insecure employment are 
a threat to shared prosperity 

and job security

The productivity gap 
between Slough’s workers 
and residents needs to be 

urgently bridged

Sectors such as retail are 
exposed to structural 

changes and have seen a 
continued downturn in 

fortunes

An appropriate balance 
of sectors and industry 

will be key to Slough’s 
economic future resilience 

and productivity

The longer-term survival 
of businesses is 

undermining the Borough’s 
entrepreneurial 
characteristics

SMEs are the bedrock of 
the Slough economy and 
those growing and scaling 

need to be retained

The supply of skilled 
labour is constraining 
business growth and 

holding back investment

The cost of living in 
Slough is challenging for 

many residents, observed in 
house and rental values and 

relative affordability

The town centre is failing 
as an office and retail 

centre and is a key driver of 
Slough’s sometimes poor 

outward image

In some areas the quality 
of the environment is 
poor and is a barrier to 
health and economic 

participation

Slough has a number of 
entrenched deprivation 

hot spots where life 
opportunities are poor

Actual and perceived 
safety shapes opinions and 

is holding back the full 
potential of places 

The race to be digitally 
connected is accelerating 

and Slough will need 
connectivity to support AI, 

and smart technologies

Congestion and access 
remain key challenges 
which need a sustainable 
response to support trade 
and movement of people

Renewable heat and 
energy supplies must be 

the cornerstone of a 
prosperous and sustainable 

Slough economy

Public transport access is 
lacking in some areas and 

is a barrier to people 
interacting and working

Improved green 
infrastructure must be key 

component of the 
Borough’s regeneration

People Business Place Infrastructure
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The Slough story: Challenges to overcome
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Key Challenge: Providing the space to grow
To date, Slough’s physical growth has been enabled through the availability of land, 
brownfield and greenfield, which has allowed development to occur, supporting the 
creation of new jobs and homes. This will need to continue, but in the context of 
significant demand for space, Borough growth targets and a finite stock of allocated 
development land, there is a risk that Slough’s economic potential may not be 
fulfilled. As such, it will be important that the Local Plan makes a compelling case for 
growth and puts policies in place that will ensure that the supply of employment land 
will meet expected demand. This will require a strong read across between the Local 
Plan and the Inclusive Growth Strategy, such that the Borough’s priority sectors,  
industries that are expected to grow and key economic hubs are reflected in in the 
quantum and location of proposed land allocations.

Key Challenge: Disruption of business practices
The nature of business practices have and continue to rapidly evolve, particularly as
a result of the widespread adoption of technology. The workplace is changing, in
terms of the increasing presence of online trading and e-commerce, a shift to more
flexible working practices, the widespread introduction of automation and robotics
and the adoption of technologies which have heralded new ways to inform and
interact with customers. This change is an opportunity for Slough, helping to unlock
new IP, increase productivity and accelerate the transition towards a low carbon
future. However, the pace of change is also a risk, as policies, funding mechanisms
and the skills and training ecosystem must react accordingly. Slough will need to
offer an environment which is conducive and responsive to this change, with an
ability to adapt at the core of the Borough’s economic resilience.

Points for consideration…

▷ Supporting Slough’s key sectors
▷ Responsive to evidence of demand
▷ Anchoring Slough’s economic hubs
▷ Leveraging brownfield sites
▷ Reflecting on workplace trends and

employer requirements

Points for consideration…

▷ Considering the skills and training
implications of working shifts

▷ Investing in the infrastructure to
maximise impacts and benefits

▷ Understanding and monitoring the
scale of home-based working
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Responding to the evidence: Our strategic vision
Building on the case for change and need for a shift towards a more
inclusive and sustainable approach to growth, we have set a bold and
stretching vision to define the work we will undertake in the coming years:

This vision will drive all that we will strive to achieve through the delivery
of this Strategy and will ensure there is an underlying momentum to the
collective efforts of the Council and its partners.

In July 2019, the Council declared a climate emergency. Climate change
represents the greatest global challenge facing humanity and will
fundamentally reshape the way we live our lives and how our economy
functions. We therefore want to create a more sustainable economy which
prioritises growth without increasing emissions, which in turn will drive
competitiveness and secure prosperity for future generations.

Climate change is a truly global challenge but we realise there are many
other issues that are holding back the true potential of human capital. As
such, we see the opportunity for this Strategy to deliver against a series of
international priorities, with an understanding that we can play an
important part in actuating change beyond the boundary of our Borough.

This Inclusive Growth Strategy will make a direct contribution to
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, which are at
the heart of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

We regard the goals listed above as being the most relevant and
important to the challenges facing Slough. Through our monitoring of
progress and commitment to accountability, we will be able to assess the
extent to which the Borough is contributing towards these goals.

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals: 
Delivering Global Priorities

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth,
full and productive employment, and decent work for all...

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation, and foster innovation...

Make cities and settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable...

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote
lifelong learning opportunities for all...

Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages...

Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts...

Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls...

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern
energy…

“Slough will be an economy which is defined by its inclusiveness, 
diversity and resilience – where small businesses flourish, large 
employers invest, and residents have the opportunity to aspire 

and prosper. The Borough will harness the value of its 
international connections and the potential of redevelopment and 

regeneration to present a confident and dynamic image to the 
world, where a rounded and sustainable approach to growth is 

intrinsic to our success.”

20
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A delivery roadmap: Building on success to date
In delivering our vision, it is also important to reflect on what has
been achieved to date and the things that Slough has done well.
Slough has changed greatly in the last decade and this has been delivered
by instilling good practices that must inform our way forward.

By working effectively with partners, leveraging external funding, making
informed decisions and assured policy-making, we have established
sustained momentum. This approach has culminated in the successful
realisation of a range of ambitious and impactful outcomes:

▷ The delivery of improved transport infrastructure – such as the
building of a new bus station and improvements to the railway station.

▷ Flagship town centre developments – including the iconic Porter
Building, Future Works, The Curve and emerging hotels.

▷ Residential-led regeneration – a new townscape created through
the completion of Mile Stone, the Old Library and Wexham Green.

▷ Exciting new amenities – enhancing Slough’s destination offer, with
the completion of a new Ice Arena and The Centre leisure facility.

▷ Slough Trading Estate buoyancy – the continued success of the
Borough’s industrial hub, with record-high tenancy levels.

▷ A new Business Improvement District (BID) – which will oversee
the delivery of £2m of projects aimed at improving the town centre.

▷ Establishing flagship projects – such as the Slough Academy which
has seen the Council take a leading role in apprenticeship delivery.

▷ Unlocking external investment – the Borough has benefitted from
investment secured from TVBLEP to support economic development.

Image: Horlicks Redevelopment
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A delivery roadmap: Our strategic priorities
To realise our vision and respond to the issues and opportunities
presented within the socioeconomic evidence that has been
gathered, we have developed six strategic priorities.

Each is reflective of Slough’s relative performance and the need to deliver
positive change by being honest about the areas where the economy is
failing to meet the needs of residents, businesses and the environment.
These priorities are the fundamental starting point for action,
collaboration and investment and for delivering against our Vision for
sustainable and inclusive economic growth.

Evidence and views gathered from local stakeholders have identified a
number of key factors that influence Slough’s economy and will continue
to play an important role in the Borough’s future prospects. These are:

▷ Digital technology disruption

▷ Environmental sustainability

▷ Securing the best talent

Each is instrumental to the delivery of productivity, growth, high value
employment and innovation; and cannot be ignored if Slough is to reach
its full economic potential.

As such, these cross-cutting factors are non-negotiable and will be
integral to our decision-making and judgement of the scale and type of
outcomes that collective action will deliver.

These priorities, and the actions that flow from them will be supported by
our commitment to monitor, review and respond to progress and to be
accountable for driving success.

Sustainability:
responding to the 

climate 
emergency is no 
longer a choice 

and 
environmental 
considerations 

will be both 
regulated and 

increasingly as a 
factor of 

economic 
competitiveness.

Priority 5:
Inclusive & 
sustainable 

neighbourhoods

Securing 
talent: 

skilled labour is 
increasingly 

mobile, 
globalised and 

attracted to 
places that offer 

good job 
prospects and an 
excellent quality 
of life – Slough 
must position 

itself as best-in-
class.

Priority 1:
Creating secure & 
productive jobs

Priority 6:
Connecting & 

celebrating 
Slough

Priority 4:
Enterprise & 

scale-up 
ecosystem 

Priority 3:
Regeneration & 
infrastructure 

unlocking growth

Digital 
disruption: 

digital 
technologies are 

shaping 
economic activity 
and how people 

interact with 
goods and 

services – the 
primary drivers of 

this are 
automation, 

artificial 
intelligence and 
big/open data.

Priority 2:
A skills system 
working for all
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A delivery roadmap: Our sector and spatial focus
To frame our strategic choices and ensure we target our efforts where
inclusive growth can make the greatest contribution, we will focus on the
sectors and locations that will safeguard the Borough’s competitiveness.

Whilst we will continue to champion business investment and enterprise
and understand the importance of Slough’s economy being resilient as a
result of its diversity, we will principally focus on those sectors that will
support sustained growth and are the foundation of our distinctiveness.
These are:

▷ Sectors that we rely most on for jobs and wealth creation

▷ Sectors that are growing and have scope for further expansion

▷ The sectors that define Slough’s relative distinctiveness

We will work to create the right environment and platforms for success in
the face of changing markets, the opportunities presented by widespread
digital disruption and other macro-level factors. We will be future-facing
and flexible in our approach; recognising that new sectors will arise and
existing sectors will need to respond to challenges and opportunities, be it
automation, AI or the presence of new global competitors.

We will prioritise places where there is a strong density of economic
activity and where our Local Plan is likely to support future growth. Our
spatial focus for growth and regeneration will therefore be:

Our economic heart…

Our industrial core…

Our local centres…

Largest Employment 
Sectors

Business Support 
Services

ICT  Media & 
Creative Services

Public Admin Health & 
Social Care

Financial & Professional 
Services

Fastest Growing 
Employment Sectors

Utilities & Waste
Creative Industries
Business Support 

Services
Other Services

Warehousing & Logistics

Most Specialised 
Employment Sectors
Warehousing & Logistics

Utilities & Waste
ICT Media & Creative 

Services

Slough Town Centre

Slough Trading Estate Bath Road (A4)

LangleyFarnham Road Britwell
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An economically resilient Borough
Whilst we are eminently positive about the prospects for the future and
will focus our energies on achieving ambitious and lasting outcomes, we
are also aware of the need to be adaptable and respond to inescapable
change. This Inclusive Growth Strategy will need to offer flexibility and the
adaptability required to pivot where unforeseen events inevitably arise.

The 5-year longevity of this Strategy has been designed with this in mind,
acknowledging the potential for change and for globally significant factors
to come to the fore, having a direct impact on the inclusivity and vitality of
the Slough economy. Indeed, recent events, such as the growing
threat of climate change, the unknown outcomes of Brexit and the
global spread of COVID-19 demonstrate the pace of change and
how quickly these effects are felt, and the need to be prepared.

In this context, our strategic choices will be measured and deliberate:

▷ We will be intelligence-led, by responding proactively to what is on
the horizon and where data offers a sense of emerging and relevant
trends.

▷ We will focus on making sure that impacts on our communities
and businesses are understood, should and where threats emerge.

▷ We will emphasise the core values that will power our economy
forward in terms of the quality of place, education and the spirit of
enterprise.

▷ We will work closely with government and partners to
understand and react to threats that will affect our people and places.

▷ We will support an environment which is driven by innovation
and seeks to respond positively to the challenges we will face.

Economic 
Shocks

Recession/
COVID-19

Natural 
Events

Climate 
Change

Political 
Shifts

Brexit

Global 
Pressure 

Competition

The need for a 
RESILIENT

Slough 
economy..

We know some of 
Slough’s sectors will 

be more impacted by 
trends and shocks

We know that 
the global economy is a 

an opportunity and a 
competitive threat

We know climate 
change has led to a 

consistent sequence 
of natural disasters

We know the self-
employed, gig economy 

and hard-to-reach 
communities will be 

susceptible
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Delivering in unison: Our partners
The strategic intent set out within this document will only be
realised if the collective will to develop it is transferred into
longer-term commitment and action. As such, a broad group of
stakeholders will need play a pivotal role in delivering the Strategy.

Organisations that we expect to be critical partners moving forward are:

▷ Business community – large/small employers and entrepreneurs

▷ Economic anchors – SEGRO, Heathrow Airport, 02, Mars, Osborne,
Equinix, Lonza, Ipsen, McAfee, AkzoNobel, HTC, LG

▷ Government departments – Business Energy and Industrial
Strategy, Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government

▷ National agencies – Innovate UK, Arts Council England, Catapults

▷ Sub-regional bodies – including TVBLEP, Thames Valley Chamber of
Commerce and neighbouring Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire LEPs

▷ Adjacent local authorities – such as Buckinghamshire Council,
Windsor and Maidenhead and the London Borough of Hillingdon

▷ Skills and training providers – the Windsor College Group, sixth
form schools, adult education providers and Royal Holloway University

▷ Community and voluntary groups – Slough Business Community
Partnership, Slough Council for Voluntary Service

▷ Town centre groups – Town Centre Partnership, Slough BID

▷ Developers and landowners – Slough Urban Renewal, British Land,
Berkeley Group, U+I, Muse, Morgan Sindall, Future Works, Landid

▷ Infrastructure providers – digital rail, road, environment

Top Image: The Future Works. Bottom Image: The Centre
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Priority 1
Creating secure & productive jobs

We will seek to create employment that provides people with 
jobs that offer a good wage, clear career development 

pathways and are within sectors and industries offering strong 
prospects for future growth, and will ensure the Borough 

maintains its productivity benchmarks…
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Action 1.1 Good work, fair work standard: Establish a Slough ‘good
work, fair work’ standard, which all local employers sign-up to, providing
a consistency in approach to delivering a living wage, addressing the
gender pay gap, modernised contracts and flexibility in work practices.

Action 1.2 Slough sector deals: Ensure Slough is fully aligned with the
government’s commitment to award sector deals, by ensuring the case
for investment in Slough’s key sectors and clusters is clearly made,
underpinned by evidence and a powerful inclusive growth story.

Action 1.3 Business needs taskforce: Establish a task force to work
with existing employers and those seeking to invest to gain a consistent
and real-time view of employer needs, commercial threats, investment
triggers and labour force requirements, targeting policies accordingly.

Action 1.4 Continuous data monitoring: Collect socioeconomic
analytics to track trends and gain deeper insights into the factors that
may be hindering inclusive employment, help establish a view of
demand and the need to provide space to accommodate growth and to
also understand how the economy is likely to change in the future.

What does success look like?

▷ Fewer zero hour employment contracts

▷ People benefitting from improved wages

▷ Increase in proportion of full time employment

▷ Imbalance between Slough residents and workers lessening

▷ Target sectors growing and investing in Slough

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ DwP

▷ Employers

▷ Slough BID

▷ Thames Valley Chamber

▷ Town Centre Partnership

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Employment breakdown

▷ Resident/worker wages

▷ Zero hour employment levels

▷ Full time employment levels

▷ Target sector performance

▷ Indices of Multiple Deprivation

▷ Economic activity levels

Local people employed in productive jobs
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Action 1.5 Prepared for industrial change: Work with sectors that
are most exposed to digital disruption and the transformational effects
of AI and automation, to ensure employment is protected and new job
opportunities are exploited as the nature of work changes.

Action 1.6 Anchor business engagement: Enact bespoke and regular
engagement with Slough’s largest employers to consider opportunities
to enhance work practices, recruit locally and support growth and
investment aspirations, delivering more jobs within Slough.

Action 1.7 Ease of access initiative: Consider interventions that
support people from harder-to-reach backgrounds and the Borough’s
diverse communities to enter work, which offer flexible employment and
introduce opportunities to be more economically active.

Action 1.8 Soft landing scheme: Develop and launch a scheme which
encourages businesses to locate in Slough, make investment decisions
that balance commercial interests with the needs of the Borough and
streamlines the relocation of firms who demonstrate a commitment to
fair and equitable employment.

What does success look like?

▷ Technology trends and impacts are fully understood

▷ Businesses are preparing for the future and expected change

▷ Large employers are vanguards for inclusive policies

▷ All backgrounds and communities see the value of work

▷ New and relocating businesses committed to inclusivity

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ DwP

▷ Employers

▷ Slough BID

▷ Thames Valley Chamber

▷ Town Centre Partnership

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Employment breakdown

▷ Resident/worker wages

▷ Zero hour employment levels

▷ Full time employment levels

▷ Target sector performance

▷ Indices of Multiple Deprivation

▷ Economic activity levels

Thriving in a future workplace
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Slough in action:
Migration Achieves & Chalvey 360
Initiatives seeking to support the successful social 
and economic integration of migrants 

Foundation for action and drawing inspiration

Farther afield:
London Borough of Barking
Transformational Council-wide commitment to 
deliver inclusive outcomes for all people

Why relevant? This initiative is a great example of integration in 
action, helping to mobilise people who are new to Slough and to 
ensure they are work ready. The scheme reflects Slough’s 
attractiveness and openness to people from across the world and 
imbues the values of shared prosperity and opportunity.

Why relevant? The Council has embarked on a 
bold restructuring of its operations and services, to  
orientate around delivering the best possible 
outcomes for its residents. It offers inspiration as to 
how Councils can drive an inclusive agenda.
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Priority 2
A skills system working for all

We will forge inclusive learning, skills and career development 
pathways, which align education, communities and business, 
and fit for purpose to support the sectors and industries that 

are key to future growth...
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Action 2.1 Slough employment and skills hub: Deliver a new facility
in the town centre, to provide direct access to objective and professional
skills and training support, aimed at helping individuals to make
informed choices, interrogate pathways and understand opportunities,
including those for continuous learning and adult education.

Action 2.2 Slough skills compact: Launch a reimagined employment
and skills partnership, providing an evidence-driven structure for
employers and skills providers to assess and respond to demand for
skills, the changing nature of work; and support local people into jobs.

Action 2.3 Pathway to success: Deliver a high profile scheme that
seeks to deconstruct skills and employment pathways to all generations
and people at differing life events, providing impartial information and
making clear the touch points available within the Borough.

Action 2.4 Slough inspired: Design a new careers education
programme which seeks to inspire the Borough’s existing and future
workforce by sharing information about the economy, jobs and
pathways, to inspire professional development and ignite ambition.

What does success look like?

▷ Town centre facility offering objective skills and training support

▷ Partnership established which has accountability for action

▷ Slough-based employers engaged and recruiting locally

▷ Apprenticeships and vocational pathways on the rise

▷ Retention of skilled local people through improved career education

Select Delivery Partners
▷ College/schools

▷ Department for Education

▷ Employers

▷ Higher education institutions

▷ Learning to Work

▷ Private training providers

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Apprenticeship completions

▷ Apprenticeship take-up

▷ T-Level take-up

▷ Indices of Multiple Deprivation

▷ Prevalence of skills gaps

▷ Prevalence of hard-to-fill jobs

Skills to support local need
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Action 2.5 Digital skills first: Establish a Borough-wide scheme which
brings together relevant skill providers and employers at the forefront of
technology to embed digital skills proficiency, on a continuum from
school students to employees who are seeking to upskill and retrain.

Action 2.6 Parental outreach programme: Launch a programme
which brings secondary schools, colleges and partners who provide
career-based education together, to engage with parents, with the
intention of promoting Slough-based employment and career pathways.

Action 2.7 Continuous learning: Develop an initiative that seeks to
better understand the training needs of employers and nature of local
vacancies, with a view that businesses are investing in and delivering
training, whilst people understand the vital importance of lifelong
learning, resilience and continued professional development.

Action 2.8 A higher education presence: Secure a new higher
education presence in Slough, in either a teaching capacity or through
the delivery of business support, to increase the dynamism of the
Borough as a student destination and increase the pool of skilled labour.

What does success look like?

▷ Digital skills are prevalent across all Slough residents

▷ Parents are willing and able to advocate local opportunities

▷ Continuous learning is seen by all as a necessity

▷ Employers are investing in training to address recruitment barriers

▷ Pathways are understood and well communicated to all

Select Delivery Partners
▷ College/schools

▷ Department for Education

▷ Employers

▷ Higher education institutions

▷ Learning to Work

▷ Private training providers

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Apprenticeship completions

▷ Apprenticeship take-up

▷ T-Level take-up

▷ Indices of Multiple Deprivation

▷ Prevalence of skills gaps

▷ Prevalence of hard-to-fill jobs

Committed to lifelong learning
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Slough in action:
Learning to Work
A Slough-based charity, set up to facilitate links 
between education and the world of work

Foundation for action and drawing inspiration

Farther afield:
Boston Skills Compact
Local government using local leadership to make 
provision of skills more efficient and tailored

Why relevant? This local charity has worked to strengthen links 
between educators and the Borough’s broad base of employers 
and is helping to inspire the next generation of workers. Initiative 
such as this will help Slough to address skills gaps, retain the best 
talent and ensure people are ready for the future workplace. 

Why relevant? The compact is the embodiment of a 
strong partnership between the public and private 
sectors and educators, to deliver outstanding skills 
outcomes to support inclusive growth. It has helped to 
deliver stronger collaborations and individual outcomes.
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Priority 3
Regeneration & infrastructure 

unlocking growth

Slough will become a beacon of economic strength, providing 
an enhanced public realm, a broad and high quality mix of 

spaces, with first-class connectivity, ‘smart’ credentials and 
improved appeal as a leisure and night-time destination…
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Action 3.1 Secure anchor developments: Support the delivery of
developments that are key to the prospects of the town centre,
improving its vitality, the quality of the public realm and commercial
attractiveness (i.e. North West Quadrant, Queensmere, Horlicks).

Action 3.2 Flexible meanwhile spaces: Develop policies that allow
for the flexible use of vacant spaces, including the meanwhile uses, to
provide opportunities for start-ups, cultural enterprise and to secure
higher and more consistent footfall across the town centre.

Action 3.3 Attractive and safe places: Deliver a programme of town
centre improvements that create new social spaces, improve the quality
of public realm materials and design and are provide a greater sense of
security for businesses and visitors.

Action 3.4 Slough’s cultural hub: Establish a new cultural presence in
the town centre, which will act as an anchor destination for visitors and
residents, with close ties to Slough’s industrial heritage, community
diversity and creates a space to bring people together and deepen an
appreciation for what continues to shape the Borough.

What does success look like?

▷ Wider mix of uses attractive to businesses small and large

▷ Public realm and pedestrian connectivity is transformed

▷ Balanced regeneration delivered across the axis of the town centre

▷ Increased footfall and visitor numbers at all times of the day

▷ New leisure and cultural assets introduced or in development

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ Developers/landowners

▷ MHCLG

▷ Slough BID

▷ SUR

▷ Town Centre Partnership

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ New office space created

▷ New leisure space created

▷ New cultural space created

▷ Unit vacancy rates

▷ Public realm investment

▷ Town centre footfall levels

▷ Indices of Multiple Deprivation

Transformation through regeneration
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Action 3.5 A digitally connected Borough: Deploy private and public
investment and practical policy to provide best-in-class fixed/mobile
connectivity across the Borough, prioritising speed and consistency of
service across key employment areas and residential neighbourhoods,
whilst also linking with the Borough’s data centre capacity.

Action 3.6 New transport solutions: Harness the power of Crossrail,
digital technologies and investing in solutions to alleviate traffic
hotspots, allow for the more efficient movement of people and goods
and encourage modal shifts where appropriate.

Action 3.7 Affordable housing provision: Ensure all housing
developments deliver a quantum of affordable housing that reflects
demand signals and policy, providing spaces from which people can
maintain a quality of life, and maximise economic participation.

Action 3.8 Regeneration unlocking infrastructure: Make effective
use of S106, the Community Infrastructure Levy and other mechanisms
to secure investment from developers, helping to address infrastructure
pinch points and increase capacity where there is a clear deficit which is
holding back the vitality of the local economy.

What does success look like?

▷ Near ubiquitous gigabit fixed and mobile connectivity across Slough

▷ Modal shifts towards sustainable and mass transit taking place

▷ Slough is meeting or exceeding housing delivery targets

▷ Greater range of affordable homes and tenancies available

▷ Congestion and A4 north-south barriers have been addressed

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ DCMS

▷ Developers/landowners

▷ DfT

▷ MHCLG

▷ SUR

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Full fibre connectivity

▷ 4G/5G mobile connectivity

▷ Public transport usage

▷ Road congestion levels

▷ Pedestrian/cycling levels

▷ S106/CIL invested

▷ EV charging point coverage

A ‘smart’ and connected Borough 
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Slough in action:
North West Quadrant
A landmark development in the town centre that 
will create a new living-working community

Foundation for action and drawing inspiration

Farther afield:
Roeselare Town Management
A new approach to town centre planning creating 
a ‘trendsetting’ and leading retail city

Why relevant? This site is vitally important to the regeneration 
of Slough town centre, both in its scale and the ambitious 
elements within its design specification. Under the auspices of 
Slough Urban Renewal, the Council has the opportunity to 
extract maximum value  from the scheme, for local benefit.

Why relevant? This Belgian city has taken adopted a 
progressive approach to transforming the fortunes of its 
retail core, which can help to inspire similar success in 
Slough. This entails bold use of space, practical design 
and developing a destination-based city centre offer.
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Priority 4
Enterprise & scale-up ecosystem

We will make Slough one of the best places to start a business 
and to commercialise ideas, by establishing an ecosystem of 

space, support, finance and talent that will reaffirm the town 
as a centre for enterprise…
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Action 4.1 A new incubation hub: Develop an expanded start-up
space offer, which provides space for entrepreneurs and early-stage
enterprise to grow in an environment which is affordable, flexible, offers
amenities and provides a platform for interaction and innovation.

Action 4.2 Innovation and acceleration facilities: As a core
component of the enterprise ecosystem, a comprehensive innovation
and accelerator programme should be developed providing intensive
support and mentoring to businesses with strong growth prospects and
a desire to scale in Slough.

Action 4.3 Embedding enterprise education: Enterprise and the
qualities needed to flourish as an entrepreneur will feature prominently
within the education curriculum and be a core component of careers
advice, clearly advocating the opportunities to thrive in Slough.

Action 4.4 Business boost: A reimagined mentorship and leadership
programme which draws on the Borough’s most prominent business
leaders to coach the next wave of talent (new/existing labour market
participants) share experience and help them pitch for investment.

What does success look like?

▷ Contemporary and affordable start-up space in flourishing

▷ A comprehensive and clear support ecosystem is functioning

▷ A new wave of entrepreneurs are being inspired in education

▷ Slough’s major employers are investing in the best entrepreneurs

▷ Stronger higher education business support links established

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ College/Schools

▷ Innovate UK

▷ SUR

▷ TVBLEP

▷ Universities

▷ Workspace providers

Measuring Performance
▷ Incubation space created

▷ Accelerator space created

▷ New business formations

▷ Business survival rates

▷ Scale-up business base size

▷ Angel investment secured

Developing future business leaders
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Action 4.5 Social enterprise quarter: Explore and develop proposals
to introduce a social enterprise quarter to the town centre, which would
introduce non-retail uses and spaces, encourage greater footfall and act
as a trigger to encourage socially-minded businesses to start and thrive.

Action 4.6 Pop-up spaces and places: Develop pop-up and
meanwhile spaces at strategic locations and sites that link town centre
assets together, creating a new dynamic and mix of uses that provide a
natural home for start-ups and innovative business ideas.

Action 4.7 Enterprise network: Establish an enterprise network which
functions in physical and virtual form, acting as the bedrock for start-ups
and entrepreneurs to interact, co-develop ideas, innovate, attract
investors and raise the finance needed to grow.

Action 4.8 Seedling success: A competitive programme which seeks
to unearth the best entrepreneurial talent and ideas that have the
greatest commercial potential, providing early-stage sponsorship,
funding and exposure required to transition a proposition into a
business with significant growth potential.

What does success look like?

▷ A defined cluster of social enterprises are flourishing

▷ The Borough is punctuated by pop-ups and interesting spaces

▷ There is an ecosystem of self-support amongst entrepreneurs

▷ Start-ups are able to access the finance needed to grow

▷ Businesses are able to sustain and accelerate their expansion

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ College/Schools

▷ Innovate UK

▷ SUR

▷ TVBLEP

▷ Universities

▷ Workspace providers

Measuring Performance
▷ Incubation space created

▷ Accelerator space created

▷ New business formations

▷ Business survival rates

▷ Scale-up business base size

▷ Angel investment secured

Always embracing innovation
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Slough in action:
Pre-Accelerator Programme
A Growth Hub fully-funded intensive course to 
help launch a new wave of businesses

Foundation for action and drawing inspiration

Farther afield:
SETsquared Partnership
The global no.1 business incubator and enterprise 
partnership between 5 UK universities

Why relevant? The TVBLEP Growth Hub is an important conduit 
for advice and information and the beating heart of the business 
support ecosystem. Beyond its role as an information portal, the 
Hub has the capacity to deliver and is helping start-ups and SMEs 
on the journey towards locally-rooted growth.

Why relevant? SETsquared is a globally renowned 
incubator, which harnesses the expertise and 
experience of some of the UK’s best universities. It 
has an exceptional track record of supporting rapid 
business growth and attracting investment.
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Priority 5
Inclusive & sustainable 

neighbourhoods

We will work to ensure that existing and newly-created 
neighbourhoods are organised and curated to deliver the best 

quality of life, where safety, integration and environmental 
sustainability is paramount and access to greenspace is within 

easy reach of all…
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Action 5.1 Effective place-making: Maximising the potential of new
developments to become exemplars of community centric and
sustainable place-making, where planning is used to facilitate new
technologies and partnerships that place people at the heart of design.

Action 5.2 Prioritising wellbeing: Responding to the prevalence of
health conditions within the population that are holding back life
prospects and economic participation, through the delivery of public
amenity and greenspace to encourage physical activity and wellness.

Action 5.3 Corporate leadership: Working with industry and local
business leaders to engender consistent corporate climate responsibility
and set a progressive and ambitious agenda for decarbonising
economic activity within Slough with appropriate accountability.

Action 5.4 Slough Climate Challenge: Introduction of an annual
Climate Challenge which provides a platform to showcase climate
change progress and activate local innovators to tackle pressing issues,
leveraging local entrepreneurs and established businesses, positioning
Slough as progressive in its pursuit of a net zero footprint.

What does success look like?

▷ New developments adhere to the highest environmental standards

▷ Renewable heat and power capacity is increasing across the Borough

▷ Planning system enshrines sustainability measures within policy

▷ Place-making has created safe and integrated neighbourhoods

▷ Emissions and environmental quality is greatly improved

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ Developers/landowners

▷ Housing associations

▷ MHCLG

▷ SUR

▷ Thames Valley Police

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Air quality

▷ Emissions levels

▷ Thriving Places Index

▷ Crime incidence data

▷ Indices of Multiple Deprivation

▷ Creation of greenspace

▷ Renewable energy provision

Exemplar place-making across Slough
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Action 5.5 Social regeneration value: Securing maximum social
value by placing this at the heart of regeneration schemes, including the
opportunity for co-design, effective use of consultation, drawing on
community capacity to secure the provision of public places and spaces
that integrate neighbourhoods.

Action 5.6 Progressive procurement: Using the buying power of the
public sector and special delivery vehicles to build social value into
procurements, supporting the delivery of community assets, and a
greater level of interface with people furthest from the labour market.

Action 5.7 Effective use of public assets: Leveraging the public
sector estate portfolio to drive uses that have a positive social
consequence and respond to local needs, orientated around the
Borough’s cultural diversity and where deprivation is most pronounced.

Action 5.8 Social leases: Within all new developments establish
progressive and socially-orientated contracts which stipulate the need
to drive positive economic and social outcomes, with clear links to local
people and the needs of adjacent communities, advocating behaviours
that can be transferred to locations across the Borough.

What does success look like?

▷ New developments have delivered substantial social value outcomes

▷ Slough has invested in cultural assets that reflect its communities

▷ Public sector buying power has improved resident employability

▷ Public assets are harnessed as spaces for community interaction

▷ Private sector playing an increasing role in positive place-shaping

Select Delivery Partners
▷ BEIS

▷ Developers/landowners

▷ Employers

▷ Housing associations

▷ SUR

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Community facilities created

▷ Community events delivered

▷ Place-making interaction

▷ Assets in community use

▷ Social lease penetration

▷ Procurement expenditure

Securing meaningful local impacts
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Slough in action:
Slough Urban Renewal
A joint venture which is regenerating Slough with   
a commitment to social value at its core

Foundation for action and drawing inspiration

Farther afield:
London King’s Cross
A landmark regeneration project delivering wider 
social and economic value  by design 

Why relevant? Slough Urban renewal is a unique partnership 
between the Council and Morgan Sindall, which is tasked with 
delivering transformative regeneration. This relationship provides 
the basis for brokering a new kind of civic deal, with a legacy of 
local skills and employment benefits at the heart of this.

Why relevant? King’s Cross, as one of Europe’s largest 
brownfield regeneration projects, has set new standards 
in its pursuit of social value and locally-led design. The 
development is also notable for its long-term 
commitment to track and monitor its achievements.
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Collaboration will be core to our approach to delivery – we will 
achieve more through the collective pooling of knowledge and 

resources to deliver change and we recognise that there is a 
need to provide a platform from which Slough residents and 

businesses can celebrate the Borough’s rich history and 
distinctiveness…

Priority 6
Connecting & celebrating Slough
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Action 6.1 Outward looking approach: Work to ensure that the
maximum economic benefits are derived from assets and partners that
lie outside of the Borough boundary but play an important employment
role, with a particular focus on Heathrow Airport.

Action 6.2 Maintaining strategic influence: Maintain a prominent
role as an anchor partner within TVBLEP and work closely within
strategic alliances where relevant, to ensure investment is secured for
the Borough and wider policy is shaped around Slough’s priorities.

Action 6.3 ‘State of Slough’ symposium: Embed an annual
conference which focuses on Slough’s socioeconomic performance and
progress achieved, reflecting on the issues shaping economic activity
and providing a platform from which to showcase the Borough’s success
and competitiveness.

Action 6.4 Community Leaders Programme: Bring together
community leaders from across Slough’s neighbourhoods and ethnic
backgrounds, to understand localised challenges, inequalities, success
stories and promote the opportunity to extend economic activity.

What does success look like?

▷ Local people are aware and benefitting from large-scale projects

▷ Slough is securing funding from TVBLEP and government

▷ Slough’s local priorities are driving sub-regional strategy

▷ Slough is driving a proactive conversation about inclusive growth

▷ A broad base of stakeholders are accountable for Slough’s success

Select Delivery Partners
▷ College/schools

▷ Community groups

▷ Crossrail

▷ Employers

▷ Government departments

▷ Heathrow Airport

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ External funding secured

▷ Local Heathrow jobs

▷ Local Crossrail jobs

▷ Slough Symposium events

▷ Community leaders engaged

Always seeing the bigger picture
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Action 6.5 Destination Slough: The development of a compelling and
locally-shaped Slough brand, which triggers a new conversation about
the Borough, its identity, appeal, diversity and the prospects for
transformative growth in the future, that can form the basis for a new
and confident marketing campaign.

Action 6.6 Annual events programme: Development of an events
programme that helps to promote Slough as a destination for culture,
music, creative industries and innovative expression, with a centrepiece
event at the heart of a year-round calendar.

Action 6.7 Volunteering and activism: Creating a programme of
opportunities that enable local people from all backgrounds and faiths
to volunteer, offer positive community contributions and interface more
effectively with public institutions across the Borough.

Action 6.8 Activated spaces: Designate a series of spaces across the
town centre and key employment areas, prioritised for events,
performance and gatherings, to inspire cultural awareness, increase
footfall and activate areas that have suffered from a lack of safety.

What does success look like?

▷ Slough is making a bigger contribution as a regional destination

▷ The outward perception of the Borough is greatly improved

▷ Slough’s cultural offer is defined and well communicated

▷ Slough has a network of active spaces across the Borough

▷ Residents and businesses are engaged in activism and promotion

Select Delivery Partners
▷ Chamber of Commerce

▷ College/schools

▷ Community groups

▷ DCMS

▷ Employers

▷ SUR

▷ TVBLEP

Measuring Performance
▷ Slough brand awareness

▷ Public events organised

▷ Town centre footfall

▷ Volunteer participation levels

▷ Visitor numbers

▷ Cultural centre entries

A culture-led destination
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Slough in action:
Slough Bonfire and Fireworks
An annual fireworks display which features a 60-foot 
bonfire, world food court and large-scale fun fair

Foundation for action and drawing inspiration

Farther afield:
Bolton Food & Drink Festival
Bolton's biggest festival which showcases local food 
and drink  and encourages people to buy local

Why relevant? This is an example of a popular annual event 
which draws people from across Slough, brings cultures 
together and showcases the best of the Borough. Through 
regeneration and civic engagement, Slough has the chance to 
build on this and celebrate its distinctive character.

Why relevant? Bolton’s food and drink festival has 
helped to showcase the local cultural and leisure offer 
and greatly enhanced the town’s image. It has gained 
national recognition by showcasing the quality of local 
produce whilst encouraging new visitors to Bolton.
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Our immediate priorities for 
action
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Slough employment and skills hub
Priority 2: A skills system working for all

This project will see the creation of a new facility in
an accessible, town centre location. The hub may
be located within a publicly owned asset; delivered
as part of a meanwhile use arrangement; or as a
component of emerging developments (particularly
those being delivered through SUR).

The hub will:

▷ Act as a one-stop-shop for objective and
informed skills and careers advice, reflecting the
academic and vocational pathways available in
Slough, across all age groups.

▷ Offer professional support to school leavers,
graduates, new residents, parents and those
professionals who are seeking to re-train.

▷ Support local employers who are recruiting and
will help them to map and plan career pathways.

▷ Provide initial access to enterprise and start-up
support and signposting to other schemes.

The hub will be managed in coalition with key skills
and training providers, with the potential for co-
location. Close links will also be established with
relevant agencies and universities within proximity
to Slough, supplemented with a virtual online hub.

44

Immediate opportunities for action

Key characteristics
▷ Town centre location, maximising accessibility for Borough residents
▷ Consolidation of existing support, services and information into a one-stop-hub
▷ Sponsorship secured from employers, skills providers and public sector

A new hub for skills end training information
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Immediate opportunities for action

Key characteristics
▷ Representation from Slough’s most prominent employers and skills providers
▷ Data driven using latest insights to inform decision-making and targets
▷ A focus on labour market issues in the present, with a view on the future also

Slough skills compact
Priority 2: A skills system working for all

This action responds to the need to create a clearer
and more effective interface between employers
and skills providers. There is a need to establish a
body which champions opportunity within Slough,
addresses skills gaps and develops solutions based
on sound and repeatable evidence.

The compact model would see a reworking of
governance and collaboration where the Council
plays a convening role, encouraging stakeholders
to sign up to a Skills Compact. Drawing on the
Boston model in the USA, the Compact will support
the coordination of activity in their cities, facilitating
collaboration between employers, skills providers
and other stakeholders.

The Compact would use data and evidence to
outline its priorities and define the interventions
needed to address key issues. It would also have a
strong focus on accountability, with a commitment
to monitoring and evaluating impact. The Compact
should be focused on measurable targets which
reflect latest socioeconomic data and business
perspectives.

A private-public upskilling commitment
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Immediate opportunities for action

Key characteristics
▷ Reflective of the skills and employment pathways across life events
▷ Tells a coherent story about careers, opportunity and prospects in Slough
▷ Inspires those young and old to make deliberate and healthy choices

Pathways to success
Priority 2: A skills system working for all

This action is closely aligned to the development of
an Employment and Skills and with the strategic
intent and wraparound governance of the Skills
Compact. The action requires the development of a
tool and accompanying information that clearly
maps out the skills pathways to employment.

As a standalone activity, the Pathways to Success
project would entail the coordination of
information, support and programmes that support
Slough residents along their career and skills
development timeline, guided by a series of key life
events. Over an assumed career continuum, the
project would provide information and material to
assist young people in being connected to Slough
as a place, making effective career choices,
considering professional development, responding
to changes in personal circumstances and making
lifestyle-based choices, post the working life apex.

Information would be deliberately accessible, with
a visual focus and more detailed material prepared
to map across to each life event, pinpointing the
agencies and programmes which are there to help.

Brokering ambition with opportunity
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Pathways to 
Success
Priority 2: A skills 
system working for all
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Immediate opportunities for action

Key characteristics
▷ Town centre focused seeking to reactivate areas which are lacking footfall
▷ An opportunity to house start-ups, entrepreneurs and creative industries
▷ Will be orientated around assumed transition to large-scale regeneration

Flexible meanwhile spaces
Priority 3: Regeneration & infrastructure
unlocking growth

Whilst the medium to longer-term prospects for the
town centre are strong, based on a significant
regeneration and development pipeline, its vitality
and quality needs to be addressed in the short-
term. The effects of online trading and changing
consumer preferences have bitten hard.

This action would see the Council, with the support
of landlords and asset managers, develop and
implement a meanwhile use policy, designed to
incentivise and attract new tenants into units that
are not commercially viable or have remained
vacant. Alongside other measures, such as rate
relief and more flexible lease conditions, the policy
would allow the high street and shopping centre to
be rejuvenated.

The Slough BID would play a key role in selecting
spaces and sites which would benefit most from the
policy and act as a natural interface with landlords.
The Council would monitor the effectiveness of the
policy on the basis of town centre vitality and
attractiveness to SMEs and development pipeline.

Dynamic and thriving town centre spaces
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Embedding our commitment to delivery
A focus on participatory democracy, along with an ethos of
partnership and collaboration will be needed to deliver this
strategy. It will require long term commitment, agility and an
appetite to try new things to deliver on the full potential of
Slough.

This strategy marks an evolution in Slough’s economic development
approach and will require a refocusing of delivery approaches. It will
require collective action and partnership working, drawing on the
capacity and expertise of the public and private sectors and civil society. It
will also require innovation, with a commitment to testing new ideas, and
taking managed risks to ensure the Borough reaches its full potential.

The delivery of our Strategy sets a new focus for Slough’s growth which
will require consistent deployment of the following behaviours:

▷ Economic leadership
▷ Evidence-led decision-making
▷ Future-facing and global thinking
▷ Confident collaboration with colleagues
▷ Partnership building within and externally
▷ Commercial case-making
▷ Proactive engagement beyond the Borough

Successful implementation of our Inclusive Growth Strategy will call upon
a set of essential skills. These skills will be intrinsic to making sound
decisions, working transparently, building capacity and speaking
confidently about Slough with a collective voice.

Leadership Economic 
Impact

Case Making

Advocacy Business 
Planning

Deal-Making

Data Analysis Promotional Evaluation

Essential delivery skills

49
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Collective ownership and accountability
Our Inclusive Growth Strategy will need to be managed within a
robust and accountable governance framework. It cannot be
delivered in isolation and must leverage collective energy.

We envisage this will take the form of a new Regeneration, Economy
and Skills Board and the membership of this group should balance
representation from business, education, the third sector and public
bodies. Collectively, the Board will provide necessary experience, insight
and decision-making responsibilities.

The Board will have a key role in the following activities:

▷ Agreement of key performance indicators: SMART targets

▷ Recruitment: Building expertise and capacity

▷ Action and business case sign-off: Adopting a commercial mindset

▷ Monitoring the delivery of actions: Accountability and control

▷ Evaluation of investments: Learning form what works

▷ Strategy refreshes: Updating the strategic imperative

▷ Annual reporting: Transparency and consensus building

▷ Horizon scanning: Monitoring trends and change

▷ Maintaining strategic dialogue: Building positive relationships

▷ Collective influencing: A unified voice

Alongside this, the Board will provide challenge and to question the
rationale of decision-making. Representatives will also act as champions
in their everyday capacities, telling a coherent story about the Borough
and helping to project a new and bold image for Slough.

50
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Anchoring Council initiative and delivery
Slough Borough Council will have a key role to play in the active
deployment of this strategy. The Council has already shaped the
content and focus within, whilst its momentum and the delivery of
priority actions will be driven by the departments and teams that
all interface with the Borough’s inclusive growth agenda.

Whilst the strategy will require collective ownership and be endorsed by a
broad range of organisations who can propel shared prosperity across
Slough, the Council will undoubtedly play a pivotal role. This will be seen
in terms of the strategy’s initial activation, through to its ongoing
monitoring and investment in projects that are within the Council’s remit.

The overarching principle that will define the Council’s interaction with
the strategy, will be that of accountability, with the document acting as
the primary link between a clear strategic rationale and subsequent
internal decision-making and reporting.

Moving forward, the strategy will act as the lynchpin for the Council’s
economic development activity by:

▷ Being the conduit for reporting to Cabinet, members and the
Corporate Management Team

▷ Forming the basis for regular performance monitoring and KPIs
▷ Acting as the ‘hook’ from which to develop detailed business

cases and funding bids linked to priority actions
▷ Being a ‘golden thread’ that makes the links with the Council’s

teams and services that are helping to deliver inclusive growth
▷ Facilitating wider partnerships and unlocking new investment

opportunities, such as those guided by the LEP

51

Key performance and monitoring forums:
▷ Cabinet
▷ Full Council
▷ Overview and Scrutiny Committee
▷ Corporate Management Team
▷ Economic Development Directorate
▷ Skills and Education Directorate
▷ Regeneration Directorate
▷ Planning Directorate
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Our critical success factors
Alongside skillsets and effective governance, there are a series of
critical success factors that must be in place. These will ensure
that accountability, responsiveness and agility are enshrined so
that Slough is best placed to thrive in a dynamic environment.

As a Council and a key economic actor and strategic partner we will be
prepared to adapt our role, which will change at various stages of the
delivery journey. We understand that we must be ready to initiate, deliver,
encourage and participate in the priorities and actions that will be implicit
to the strategy. we must learn; and respond to what learn in our approach.

We also acknowledge the importance of making investment
decisions founded upon transparent business cases, that
demonstrate value for money and a clear economic impact. We will
embrace appraisal practices that advocate the importance of case
making in a style and language that resonates with government and we
will place emphasis on impacts that align with our priorities.

We will commit to regular monitoring and reporting on the
outcomes our actions and investments, built around SMART
measures of performance. This will also extend to evaluations and
longitudinal studies (as appropriate to the project/action), to understand
the impacts of our interventions and to shape future decision-making

Partnership is key – we must work with all agencies and
stakeholders who can offer support, insight and capital. This will
allow us to continuously learn, share experiences, benefit from collective
strength and be ready to balance the needs of our economy with the
tough decisions that need to be made around equality, competitiveness
and the environment.

Initiate

Deliver

Encourage

Participate
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Strategic Priority Example Performance Metric Data source Reporting 
Frequency

Priority 1 Increased business density in economic hubs ONS Business Counts Annual

Priority 1 % and growth in knowledge economy and target sectors ONS Business 
Counts/BRES Annual

Priority 1 Number of businesses in target sectors ONS Business Counts Annual

Priority 1 Number of jobs in target sectors ONS BRES Annual

Priority 1 Increase in the number of businesses (250+ employees) moving into Slough ONS Business Counts Annual

Priority 1 Number of businesses in Slough ONS Business Counts Annual

Priority 1 Resident and work-place based wages ONS ASHE Annual

Priority 2 Number of local people directly benefitting employment or training as a 
result of regeneration schemes  

Procurement frameworks, 
Business Survey Annual

Priority 2 Number of residents NVQ4+ qualified ONS NOMIS Annual

Priority 2 Apprenticeship starts and completions ONS, Department for 
Education Annual

Priority 3 % of premises with 4G mobile connectivity Ofcom Connected 
Nations Annual

Priority 3 % of premises with Full Fibre connectivity Ofcom Connected 
Nations Annual

Sample key performance indicators
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Sample key performance indicators

Strategic Priority Example Performance Metric Data source Reporting 
Frequency

Priority 3 % of vacant units within town centre boundary Slough Borough Council Annual

Priority 3 Loss of office floorspace through Permitted Development in town centre Slough Borough Council Annual

Priority 3 New office floorspace in the town centre (sqm) Slough Borough Council Annual

Priority 4 Number of businesses supported to grow into new premises within Slough Slough Borough Council 6 months

Priority 4 5-year business survival rate ONS Business 
Demography 5 years 

Priority  4 Sqm of affordable workspace delivered Slough Borough Council Annual

Priority 5 Number of affordable units Slough Borough Council 2 years

Priority 5 Crime, environment and neighbourhood-based data Multiple Index of 
Deprivation Annual

Priority 5 Number of businesses supported to have later opening hours Slough Borough Council 6 months

Priority 6 Cultural space delivered as part of residential-led development proposals Slough Borough Council 2 years

Priority 6 Number of major events (10,000+ attendees) held Slough Borough Council Annual
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What key national policies are shaping the Inclusive Growth Strategy?

Our Inclusive Growth Strategy will make a key contribution to national, sub regional and local policy, whilst being shaped by these too, where
there is a strong alignment with our priorities and the need to address common challenges holding back Slough’s economic potential. National policy
frameworks are constantly evolving, but the current government has published a variety of reports that are the thrust of economic development and
growth ambitions.

Some of the most influential and pertinent to Slough are set out below and showcase a national drive towards growth underpinned by productivity,
place-based distinctiveness and the importance of skilled people and digital technologies in a contemporary and thriving economy.

A1

Key Policy Drivers Growth Emphasis

UK Industrial Strategy

The aim of the Industrial Strategy is to boost productivity by backing businesses to create good
jobs and increase the earning power of people throughout the UK with investment in skills,
industries and infrastructure. It is orientated around the five foundations of productivity - Ideas,
People, Infrastructure, Business Environment and Places. The Industrial Strategy also sets out Grand
Challenges to put the UK at the forefront of the industries of the future and improve productivity -
these are Artificial intelligence and Data, Ageing Society, Clean Growth and the Future of Mobility.

UK Digital Strategy

The UK Digital Strategy applies the principles outlined in the Industrial Strategy specifically to the
digital economy, building on the nation’s legacy of digital innovation and continued global
competitiveness in technology driven industries. It is focused on seven strands that will drive a
digital economy - Building World Class Infrastructure, Giving Everyone Access to Digital Skills, A Great
Place to Start a Digital Business, All Businesses a Digital Business, Safest Place to Live and Work
Online, A World Leader in Serving Citizens Online, Unlocking the Power of Data in the Economy.

UK Post 16 Skills Plan

The Post 16 Skills Plan sets out an ambitious framework to support young people and adults to
secure a lifetime of sustained skilled employment and meet the needs of our growing and rapidly
changing economy. The plan sets out a series of ambitious reforms, designed to enhance technical
education levels which reach the highest skills levels , has a focus on shared prosperity, engages
closely with providers, whilst balancing short and longer-term skills requirements.
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Where does the Inclusive Growth Strategy fit in a sub-regional context?
Slough’s economic agenda is also being shaped by the priorities set out within key sub-regional strategies, which include overlapping growth themes
(such as a focus on productivity and a place-based emphasis), whilst also highlighting the importance major economic assets on the Borough’s borders:

Thames Valley Berkshire LEP (TVBLEP) is a business-led, multi-sector partnership mandated
by government to lead activities that drive local economic growth. The LEP has a focus on setting
the direction of economic development policy and channeling investment across the sub-region.

The LEP is now orientating its growth ambitions around a new Local Industrial Strategy (LIS)
which, in line with national policy, is targeting improved productivity and economic inclusivity.

The LIS is structured around a series of Overarching Priorities (1: Enhancing Productivity, 2:
Supporting Ecosystems which are Maturing and Evolving, 3: Encouraging International Trade,
Collaborations and Investments, 4: Building Vibrant Places and Supportive Infrastructure, 5:
Making Berkshire and Inclusive Area, 6: Ensuring Economic Growth Contributes to Berkshire’s
Economic Performance). These frame a series of actions structured around the five foundations
of productivity, supporting the LEP’s commitment to responsible economic growth.

Heathrow is the UK’s busiest international airport and a major driver of economic output. Given
the airport’s value as a national asset and retained ambitions to extend its capacity and reach, it
has developed an Strategic Brief to set out Heathrow’s future high-level aspirations.

Acting as a brief to stakeholders and partners and as a basis for cooperation, the strategy aims to
balance the needs of airport, its passengers, the people who are key to its operation and the
communities that surround it..

The strategy is highly influenced by Heathrow’s role as an employer and major contributor to
economic output, creating thousands of direct jobs and a extensive supply chain. A series of
propositions anchor ambitions, with people, communities and the environment crucial. Within
this, employment opportunity, new business investment and world-class connectivity are integral
and is reflected in the desire to reinforce links to local communities and people.

A2
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What local policies are shaping local economic ambitions?
Local policies also acknowledge the need for an integrated approach to coordinating economic growth, coalescing with Council-wide policies:

Slough’s Five Year Plan (2020-25) presents the Council Leadership Team’s vision for Slough. It
strives to make sure the growth Slough is enjoying is inclusive and residents are able to access the
opportunities and services to help them build good lives for themselves and their families. The Plan
sets out a series of priorities, including those with an economic development focus:

▷ Slough children will grow up to be happy, healthy and successful
▷ Slough people will be healthier and manage their own care needs
▷ Slough will be an attractive place where people choose to live, work and stay
▷ Slough residents will live in good quality homes
▷ Slough will attract, retain and grow businesses and investment to provide opportunities

The Plan affirms the Council’s commitment to the promotion of inclusive economic growth,
ensuring the benefits from the regeneration and investment in Slough are shared by all residents.

The Council’s Emerging Local Plan will set out how to guide development in Slough through to
2036. The plan will contain policies to guide business and residential development to meet the
needs of Slough’s expanding population and support sustainable economic growth. It will provide a
crucial reference point from which regeneration and development will be delivered and support the
creation of more sustainable and liveable neighbourhoods.

The emerging Local Plan aims to address some of the key challenges facing Slough. In particular,
meeting the need for new homes, continuing to provide for locally and nationally important
businesses, make the most of Heathrow’s planned expansion and tackling congestion on the
Borough’s roads.

Importantly, the Plan will guide the spatial focus of development and set out where employment
and business can be accommodated. It will also set out parameters within which inclusive growth
outcomes will be achieved through the development of new and brownfield sites.

A3
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What local policies are shaping local economic ambitions?

The Council is in the process of developing a Centre of Slough Planning Framework. The
Framework will be a key document that will underpin the Local Plan. It will start the process of
producing a Masterplan for the Centre of Slough which will work to resolve some of the key issues
afflicting the town centre, including its retail and commercial vitality, safety and image.

The Framework is expected to promote sustainable growth and support a pipeline of investment.
It will be based upon an activity and culture-led strategy which seeks to maximise the
opportunities for everyone to use the centre and provide footfall to support new investment.

The Framework is driven by economic ambition and the need to create a town core which is
thriving and providing opportunities to the Borough’s residents. In doing so, the centre will
become a major transport hub, a thriving business area and accommodate new housing.

The 2020-25 Slough Wellbeing Strategy is an overarching plan which seeks to improve the
wellbeing of residents and reduce health inequalities across the Borough. It has strong links to an
inclusive growth agenda and strives to improve outcomes for those who are farthest from the
labour market. The Strategy is focused on four key priorities to improve health and wellbeing,
which have been developed by the Slough Wellbeing Board:

▷ Starting Well
▷ Integration
▷ Strong, Healthy and Attractive Neighbourhoods
▷ Workplace Health

The document’s intent reflects the presence of neighbourhoods across the Borough that include
households facing multiple challenges, such as unemployment, low incomes, pervasive poverty
and poor quality housing. All are barriers to shared prosperity and inclusive outcomes.

A4
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Key strengths and opportunities…
▷ There is a higher density of large employers
▷ Total employment levels have increased
▷ There is a diverse base of important sectors
▷ Important sectors offer high value employment
▷ Slough is attractive to international investors
▷ The Borough has well-defined employment clusters
▷ Many businesses are new with growth potential
▷ Business are investing in research and innovation
▷ Sub-sectors drive economic competitiveness
▷ Considerable growth projected in some sectors

Key weaknesses and threats…
▷ Employment hasn’t kept pace with business growth
▷ Significant presence of lower value sectors
▷ Longer-term business survival rates are poor
▷ Public sector employment subject to shocks
▷ Certain sectors are projected to contract
▷ Business report issues in sourcing skilled staff
▷ Some businesses are exposed to global labour
▷ Businesses face fierce sub-regional competition
▷ Some sectors threatened by automation and AI

NOTE: Messages drawn from a variety of sources
including multiple ONS datasets, which are analysed in
detail within the evidence base document.

A5

Slough Story: Business, Enterprise & Innovation 
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Key strengths and opportunities…
▷ The Borough has a young and growing population
▷ Slough residents reflect its ethnic diversity
▷ Students have strong GCSE/A level attainment
▷ The Borough has many well-qualified residents
▷ Slough is attractive to workers across the globe
▷ Slough jobs deliver highly competitive wages
▷ Workers generate high levels of economic output
▷ Further education participation is very strong
▷ Slough has high levels of full time employment
▷ Slough is identified as a social mobility hotspot

Key weaknesses and threats…
▷ Slough workers earn more than Borough residents
▷ Some people are not earning a living wage
▷ Zero hours contracts create insecure work
▷ Part time employment has been increasing
▷ Some ethnic groups are less economically engaged
▷ Skills gaps are holding economic growth back
▷ Hard-to-fill vacancies reflect a lack of skills supply
▷ Qualification levels are unequal across Slough
▷ Economic restructuring poses skills challenges
▷ Health issues may be holding back participation

NOTE: Messages drawn from a variety of sources
including multiple ONS datasets, which are analysed in
detail within the evidence base document.

A6

Slough Story: People & Skills
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Key strengths and opportunities…
▷ Slough can be characterised as a thriving place
▷ Place-making is central to regeneration projects
▷ Strong housing growth agenda being pursued
▷ By certain measures, quality of life is good
▷ Overall deprivation is lower than a decade ago
▷ Commercial property investment is improving stock
▷ Some signals of strong demand for business space
▷ Strength through geographic connections
▷ Housing market is buoyant with strong demand
▷ Ethnic diversity shapes neighbourhoods

Key weaknesses and threats…
▷ Slough’s town centre is no longer fit for purpose
▷ Areas of high and entrenched deprivation remain
▷ Housing affordability a significant barrier
▷ The quality of the environment is low in some areas
▷ Pollution and air quality are significant challenges
▷ Crime is a major concern for the local residents
▷ The office market is underperforming relatively
▷ The perception of Slough and its image is poor
▷ Slough lacks a cohesive and confident identity

NOTE: Messages drawn from a variety of sources
including multiple ONS datasets, which are analysed in
detail within the evidence base document.

A7

Slough Story: Places & Communities
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Key strengths and opportunities…
▷ Slough is well connected by road and rail
▷ Crossrail to enhance rail links and journey times
▷ Proposed Heathrow expansion will improve access
▷ Trend of increasing rail station usage
▷ Western rail link will encourage modal shifts
▷ Slough is Europe’s data centre capital
▷ Digital connectivity is strong and improving
▷ Significant investment in central bus station
▷ Improved links between town centre and SEGRO
▷ Planned Slough Mass Rapid Transit extension

Key weaknesses and threats…
▷ Road congestion and capacity is a prominent issue
▷ Air quality heavily influenced by private car use
▷ A4 acts as a barrier to north-south connectivity
▷ Gigabit capable digital connectivity still limited
▷ Some fixed/mobile ‘not spots’ remain
▷ Relatively low public transport usage
▷ Green infrastructure lacking in some locations
▷ Need to deliver more renewable heat and energy

NOTE: Messages drawn from a variety of sources
including multiple ONS datasets, which are analysed in
detail within the evidence base document.

A8

Slough Story: Infrastructure
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Shabnam.ali@slough.gov.uk
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JRS figures at local authority level not released for Aug-20.

JRS figures at local authority level not released for Aug-20.

Economic Development as at 31st August 2020

No. of 

claimants

No. of 

claimants

No of grants 

paid

Total number of claims for the Job Retention Scheme, Self-employment Income Support 

Scheme as well as at the increase in Claimant Count from March as a share of the working 

age population in Slough.

No of claims

No of 

claimants

No. of 

claimants

Claims (£)

Avg claim

2,820 4,780 7,400 7,320 7,585 7,940

3.0 5.0 7.8 7.7 8.0 8.4

2.2

3.9

5.3 5.1 5.2 5.4

3.1

5.1

6.4 6.2 6.4 6.6

Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Slough South East UK

Unemployment claimant count rate (16-64)

395 660 1,090 1,150 1,175 1,185

3.6 6.1 10.4 10.8 11.0 11.0

3.2

5.3

7.8 7.9 8.2 8.2

4.5

7.1

9.4 9.5 9.8 9.8

Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Slough South East UK

Youth claimant count rate (16-24 )

May-20

587 958 1,111 1,173

Small business grants paid in Slough

£8.7m £13.7m £15.8m £16.7m £17.7m

37.0

75.1

87.9
92.7

98.3

Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Total value paid out % of total hereditaments paid

64.1

67.1

67.4

21.4

20.8

20.4

14.6

12.1

12.2

JRS SEISS Claimant Count increase

Share of total claims for government support in Slough

Jul-20

Jun-20

Claims for government benefits 
as a share of working age population in Slough

4.8 7.1 21.24.7 8.1 26.25.0 8.4 27.85.4 6.6

Claimant Count
increase

SEISS JRS

May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

65.7 75.5 78.4 62.4

70.3 74.5 75.5

58.3

70.1 75.1 76.5

59.6

May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Slough South East UK

Share of self-employed using the Self-Employment Income 
Support Scheme (SEISS)

£2,600 £2,600 £2,600 £2,200

£17.7m £19.9m £20.6m £14.2m

6,700 7,700 8,000 6,300

20,100 24,900 26,400 -

26.2 32.5 34.4

24.4

28.6
30.5

14.3

28.6
30.9 31.6

15.9

May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Slough South East UK

Job Retention Scheme (JRS) as a share of eligible employments 

710 1,100 1,700 1,730 1,835 1,955

3.1 4.8 7.4 7.6 8.0 8.5

1.7
3.0

4.1 3.8 3.9 4.2
2.4

3.9

4.8 4.6 4.7 4.9

Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Slough South East UK

Unemployment claimant count rate (50+ )
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SLOUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL

REPORT TO: Education & Children’s Services Scrutiny Panel

DATE: 21st October 2020

CONTACT OFFICER:   Tiran Khehra, Policy Insight Analyst
(For all Enquiries)  (01753) 875560

WARDS:  All

PART I

FOR COMMENT & CONSIDERATION

EDUCATION & CHILDREN’S SERVICES SCRUTINY PANEL 
2020 – 21 WORK PROGRAMME

1. Purpose of Report

1.1 For the Education and Children’s Services Scrutiny Panel (ECS Scrutiny 
Panel) to discuss its new work programme.

2. Recommendations/Proposed Action

2.1 That the Panel review the current work programme for the 2020-21 municipal 
year, and propose future topics for scrutiny as appropriate.

3. The Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy, the JSNA and the Five Year Plan 

3.1 The Council’s decision-making and the effective scrutiny of it underpins the 
delivery of all the Joint Slough Wellbeing Strategy priorities.  The ECS Scrutiny 
Panel, along with the Overview & Scrutiny Committee and other Scrutiny 
Panels combine to meet the local authority’s statutory requirement to provide 
public transparency and accountability, ensuring the best outcomes for the 
residents of Slough.  

3.2 The work of the ECS Scrutiny Panel also reflects the priorities of the Five Year 
Plan, in particular the following:

 Slough children will grow up to be happy, healthy and successful

4. Supporting Information

4.1 The current work programme is based on the discussions of the ECS Scrutiny 
Panel at previous meetings, and the impact of COVID-19 looking at requests 
for consideration of issues from officers and issues that have been brought to 
the attention of Members outside of the Panel’s meetings.
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4.2 The work programme is a flexible document which will be continually open to 
review throughout the municipal year.  

5. Conclusion

5.1 This report is intended to provide the ECS Scrutiny Panel with the opportunity 
to review its upcoming work programme and make any amendments it feels 
are required.  

6.   Appendices Attached

A - Work Programme for 2020 - 21 Municipal Year

7. Background Papers

None.
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Education and Children’s Services Scrutiny Panel Work Programme 2020/21

THEMES FOR 2020/21 DEVELOPMENT:

 Theme 1- Training & Skills Development
 Theme 2- COVID-19 Impact on Education

Potential Task and Finish Group / Site Visits:

 Windsor Forest Group/ Colleges on their offer
 Solutions for Health (0-19 Service)

 Osbourne

Meeting Date:

21st October 2020
Theme 1

 Update on SBC’s offer with apprenticeships (Inclusive Skills Growth Strategy)
 Community Learning and Skills
 Training Provider- JGA Developing Futures 

3rd December 2020
Theme 1

 Creative Academy
 Training- Employment skills and Learning Opportunities Post-16 (focus on performance, outcomes for Slough students):
- Further Education Offers
- Kick-Start
- Local employer engagement
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4th February 2021
Theme 2

 NEET- Comparison figures on pre-COVID19 and during/post COVID19

Impact of COVID-19 on Education:
 Learning Gaps in Primary and Secondary Schools 
 Safeguarding Children 
 Annual Education Standards report 2018/19 (due to 2020 exam cancellations there will be no performance tables)

16th March 2021
Theme 2

Impact of COVID-19 on Social Care
 Early Years- Children Centres, staffing, families etc. 
 The Trust- Vulnerable children, CIP, CIN, staffing, resources
 Parenting in Slough, Multi-Agency Strategy- Michael Jarrett
 Youth Offending Report 

20th April 2021
Statutory Reports

 Slough Children’s Services Trust Annual Report. 
 Progress made since Ofsted ILACS inspection*
 Corporate Parenting Panel Annual Report
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MEMBERS’ ATTENDANCE RECORD

EDUCATION & CHILDREN’S SERVICES SCRUTINY PANEL 2020 – 21

MEETING DATES

COUNCILLOR 16/07/2020 21/10/2020 03/12/2020 04/02/2021 16/03/2021 20/04/2021
Ajaib P
Basra P
Begum P
A Cheema P
N Holledge P
A Sandhu Ap
Sarfraz Ap
Qaseem P

P   = Present for whole meeting P*  = Present for part of meeting
Ap = Apologies given Ab = Absent, no apologies given
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